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The influence of porous media and fluid properties on Non Aqueous Phase Liquid 

(NAPL) residual geometry and associated contaminant mass flux characteristics was 

investigated.  Contaminant mass flux is a function of the source zone cross sectional area 

exposed to groundwater flow.  Porous media and fluid properties affect source zone 

morphology leading to cross sectional area development.  Media grain size and NAPL 

wettability were varied for relative comparisons.  Fluid properties including density 

differential and interfacial tension between NAPL and water were varied for relative 

comparisons.   The percent mass flux of perchloroethylene was measured and the 

relationship between mass flux and mass loading was developed for different systems.  

Results indicated wettability conditions of the media as well as density differential 

between fluids had the greatest influence on contaminant flux values from the NAPL 

source zone.  The results showed that as density differential decreased and the media 
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became more hydrophobic, the relationship between relative mass flux and percent mass 

value changed from a non-linear to a linear relationship.  Varying grain size had little 

effect on the magnitude of mass flux values but showed correlation with the mass flux 

and mass load relationship.  The results indicated that interfacial tension between fluids 

had minimal effect on mass flux values and a consistent logarithmic relationship between 

mass flux and mass load was observed.   

Dissolution experiments using trichloroethylene were completed to determine the 

relationship between flux values produced during mass loading and flux values produced 

during mass reduction.  The flux development during loading appears to be hysteretic 

with flux development during mass reduction of dissolution.   
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Background 

Non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPLs) are chemicals that have limited solubility in 

water.  That is, they exist as a separate phase from water.  There are two broad categories 

of NAPLs.  NAPLs that are less dense than water are called light non-aqueous phase 

liquids (LNAPLs), and those that are denser than water are called dense non-aqueous 

phase liquids (DNAPLs).  Their densities relative to water cause each type of NAPL to 

behave differently when released into an aquifer.  LNAPLs will “float” to the top of the 

water table.  This characteristic allows easier remediation relative to its DNAPL cousin, 

which tends to sink.   

A DNAPL will “sink” through an aquifer until it reaches an impermeable layer 

where it will collect and reside as a pooled separate phase.  They are commonly referred 

to as “sinkers” and “toxic blobs” (Gordon, 1996). If fractures or breaks exist in the 

impermeable layer, the DNAPL could migrate deeper making access for remediation 

more difficult.  Most DNAPLs undergo only limited degradation in the subsurface and 

can persist for many years while slowly releasing, through dissolution, soluble organic 

constituents into the groundwater (Newell and Ross, 1992).  Their persistence in 

groundwater, combined with their low solubility, poses great challenges for DNAPL 

remediation.   

Chlorinated solvents are chemicals used for their dissolving capabilities.  

Perchloroethylene (PCE) and trichloroethylene (TCE) are two of the most commonly  
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manufactured and used chlorinated solvents.  DNAPLs such as perchloroethylene are one 

of the most common groundwater contaminants found because of their extensive use as 

industrial degreasers as well as a variety of other uses.  They are of concern because of 

the health hazards posed to humans (Environmental Protection Agency [EPA], 2003a&b; 

Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics [OPPT], 1994).  Many are also dangerous 

because of the chemical byproducts produced during degradation.  For example, 

trichloroethylene (TCE), used as an industrial degreaser, may degrade into vinyl chloride 

which is a known carcinogen (EPA, 2003c; NJDHSS, 2002).  Perchloroethylene is a 

colorless organic liquid with a mild chloroform-like odor and has an absolute solubility in 

water of 150 mg/l (25 oC) and a density of 1.626 g/cm3 (20 oC) (Verschueren, 1983) and 

has a Henry’s constant of 0.0153 atm-m3/mol.  Trichloroethylene is a colorless or blue 

organic liquid and also has a chloroform-like odor similar to that of PCE.  

Trichloroethylene has an aqueous solubility of 1100 mg/l (25 oC) and a density of 1.46 

g/cm3 (20 oC) (Verschueren, 1983) and has a Henry’s constant of 0.0103 atm-m3/mol.   

Although DNAPLs have been used for several decades, only recently have they 

gained attention for causing significant environmental and human health problems.  As 

recently as 1993, the EPA reported that over 60% of sites with organic contamination are 

likely caused by DNAPLs and that 70% of all superfund sites with groundwater 

contamination have NAPLs present (Gordon, 1996).  For example, the EPA has 

determined that more than 1 million pounds of PCE were released to land and water 

between 1987 and 1993 (EPA, 2003a).  Considering that production and usage of PCE 

predates this time period, one could assume that more PCE was released before, as well 
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as since this time period.  These assumptions make it apparent that DNAPLs such as PCE 

are suspected to contaminate a large number of sites.  

Because of their apparent ubiquity and persistence in the environment and risk to 

human health, management of DNAPL contamination in groundwater sources is critical 

for providing the public with safe, reliable sources of drinking water.  An understanding 

of how DNAPLs behave in groundwater systems is critical to both management and 

remediation of DNAPL sources.  Many studies have been completed to demonstrate that 

source zone remediation techniques can remove a large portion of the contaminant mass 

present (Brooks et al. 2002; Falta et al., 1997; Fiorenza 2000;Fountain et al., 1995; 

Fountain et al., 1996; Jawitz et al., 1998b; Jawitz et al., 2000; Lowe et al., 1999; Martel et 

al., 1998; Meinardus et al., 2002; Rao et al., 1997).  Additionally, a common performance 

metric for source zone removal has been total mass fraction or volume fraction of 

contaminant removed (Fiorenza, 2000; Jawitz et al., 1998b; Jawitz et al., 2000; Lowe et 

al., 1999; Martel et al., 1998; McCray and Brusseau, 1998; Meinardus et al., 2002; Rao et 

al., 1997).  This performance metric may only provide partial assessment of remediation 

effectiveness.  Contaminant flux [M]/[L2][T] is a metric that is becoming more widely 

used to characterize contaminant source zones (Figure 1.1) (Einarson and Mackay, 2001).  

The relationship between mass flux and the mass of contaminant is not clear (Parker and 

Park, 2004; Rao and Jawitz, 2003).  It is assumed that source longevity is more directly 

related to mass and volume values; however flux is more a function of how the 

mass/volume is distributed.   

How the mass/volume of the DNAPL is distributed is considered the source zone 

geometry.  How the source zone geometry is oriented with respect to the flow field 
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creates a transverse area of exposure.  Contaminant flux is a function of this transverse 

area of the source zone exposed to flow.   

contaminant

Flux (J)

Control plane

SOURCE ZONE

contaminant

Flux (J)

Control plane

SOURCE ZONE  

Figure 1.1. Source zone and associated flux across a control plane 

Figure 1.2 displays hypothetical source zones of similar mass but oriented very 

differently with respect to the flow field.  The distributions shown on the top of Figure 

1.2 display a source zone profile with resultant fluxes annotated with J1 and J2.  Each 

contour represents a discrete and equal mass loading event.  The initial loading 

represented by the inner contour event produces geometries of equal area and hence will 

produce similar flux values.  However, each subsequent loading event would result in 

each source zone producing different flux values with J2 ultimately being greater than J1.  

The lower distributions shown in Figure 1.2 provide a planar view with resultant fluxes 

annotated with J3 and J4.  Again, each contour represents a discrete and equal mass 

loading event.  The initial geometry represented by the inner contour hypothetically 

provides the same transverse area, although they are dissimilar in shape, resulting in 

similar flux values.  However, each subsequent loading event shows the transverse areas 

with respect to flow increase more for the geometry represented by J4 than J3.  This 

results in J4 being ultimately greater than J3.  This is an example of how similar mass 

introduction can result in vastly different transverse areas.  The resulting dissolution mass 
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flux values per loading event may look like those displayed in Figure 1.3.  This exposed 

transverse area is determined by the orientation of the source zone to the aqueous flow 

field.  

 

Figure 1.2. Hypothetical source zones of equal mass and their relative mass flux values 
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Figure 1.3. Hypothetical flux values per unit mass/volume of contaminant 

Geometry and Orientation to Flow 

Here, “geometry” refers to the shape of the entire NAPL source zone and 

“orientation” is how the source zone is placed with respect to the groundwater flow 

direction.  To better characterize orientation and geometry, NAPL source zones are 

divided into two sections that will contribute to mass transfer from the non-aqueous to the 

aqueous phase.  The first section is the residual DNAPL suspended in the soil matrix by 

capillary forces and the second is the pooled section where DNAPL collects on top of a 

less permeable or impermeable layer (Sale and McWhorter, 2001).  This separation 

identifies the potential difference in DNAPL saturation percentages between each section 

as well as the potential difference in exposed contaminant surface to cross sectional flow.  

Illangasekare et al. (1995) demonstrated that in general, DNAPL saturation of the 

contaminant suspended as residual increases as a function of depth until pooling above a 

less permeable layer.  Hofstee et al. (1998) demonstrated that PCE in a two-dimensional 
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heterogeneous porous medium consisted of water-entrapped PCE and PCE existing as a 

continuous pool on top of the coarse-fine sand interface.  Pooling will continue until the 

oil entry pressure is reached to allow the DNAPL to displace the water in the finer lower 

permeability sand (Corey, 2003).   

 Sale and McWhorter (2001) stated that mass transfer occurs primarily at the 

leading edges of contaminant subzones or geometrically separated sources of NAPL and 

that mass transfer through the remainder of the source will be inhibited by upstream 

interferences.  Additionally, if local equilibrium is assumed, the part of the NAPL source 

providing the largest leading edge with respect to aqueous flow would be the largest 

contributor to contaminant mass flux.  It may be that the residual NAPL provides the 

larger leading edge exposure when compared to the pooled portion, and is thus the likely 

larger contributor to contaminant flux. 

Pooled DNAPL 

Pooled DNAPL is that portion of the contaminant mass that collects on top of an 

impermeable or low permeability layer in an aquifer (Pankow and Cherry, 1996; Sale and 

McWhorter, 2001).  The pooled portion of a contaminant source will typically have a 

larger NAPL saturation compared to the portion of DNAPL trapped as residual.  The 

pooled portion typically will spread out horizontally along the boundary of the 

impermeable or low permeable layer.  The pooling and horizontal spreading create a thin 

geometry and an orientation resulting in small leading edge exposure with respect to 

groundwater flow.  Because of the larger volume compared to the trapped residual and 

the small mass transfer area, pooled sources are likely to produce low flux but persist for 

long periods of time (Johnson and Pankow, 1992).    
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Residual DNAPL 

Extensive work has been focused on studies of media and fluid property interaction 

and their effect on DNAPL mobilization, pooling and entrapment (Abrams, 1975; 

Bradford and Leij, 1995; Hofstee et al., 1998; Illangaskare et al., 1995; Mayer and Miller, 

1990; Moore and Slobod, 1956; Morrow et al., 1988; Ng et al., 1978; Patel and Greaves, 

1987; Pennell et al., 1996; Ryan and Dhir, 1993).  Capillary forces and their ratio to 

viscous and buoyancy forces play a significant role in DNAPL behavior in the sub-

surface (Dawson and Roberts, 1997).  Granular porous media are typically water wet and 

because of this quality, water will be drawn into the media by capillary forces.  In a water 

wet environment, the capillary forces can be orders of magnitude larger than viscous 

forces, resulting in capillarity being the dominant force.  Capillary forces will draw water 

into smaller pores, leaving oil in the larger pore spaces.  The residual oil exists as isolated 

globules in the larger pore spaces (Moore and Slobad, 1956).   The shapes of these 

isolated globules depend on soil homogeneity/heterogeneity which dictates the pore body 

to pore neck ratio or aspect ratio.  Homogeneous packs of uniformly sized media have a 

low aspect ratio wherein NAPL blobs are spherically shaped, single pore bodies. 

Heterogeneous packs have a high aspect ratio and are irregularly shaped and can be 

connected by multiple pores (Chatzis et al., 1983; Cho, 2001; Morrow and Heller, 1985).   

Residual DNAPL is important because of its ability to produce relatively high 

contaminant fluxes for a given mass when compared to pooled sources.  The contaminant 

fluxes are a function of residual geometry and orientation to flow.  Geometry and 

orientation of residual DNAPL are determined by migration and entrapment processes.  
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Migration process 

The residual NAPL can take on a variety of geometries and orientations to flow as 

it migrates through the porous media.  It can move vertically or horizontally through the 

saturated zone.  The vertical and lateral migration of DNAPL is of more interest because 

it is usually oriented 90o to water flow, providing the leading edges and largest area for 

contaminant flux production.  Vertical movement of DNAPLs is described by the 

following equation (Fetter, 1999): 

)(
cos2

w o

pt

g
rrHo

ρρ
θσ

−
)1/−(1/

=      (1-1) 

where Ho is the critical height or head required to displace water in a pore, σ is the 

interfacial tension between liquids, θ is wetting angle, rt pore is throat radius, rp is pore 

radius, g is acceleration due to gravity, ρw is water density and ρo is DNAPL density.  

The properties related to media characteristics are rp, rt and θ.  The pore throat and pore 

radii are approximated as functions of media diameter (d) as follows (Fetter, 1999): 

rp = 0.212d     (1-2a) 

rt = 0.077d     (1-2b) 

Horizontal movement of DNAPL in the saturated zone becomes important if the 

pressure gradient causing horizontal movement can overcome gravitation influences.  

Horizontal flow is given as follows (Fetter, 1999): 

)/1/1(
2

pto rrLdx
dP

−
=

σ      (1-3) 

where Lo is the length of the continuous DNAPL phase in the direction of flow. 

In general, DNAPLs can migrate two ways.  The first is a “finger” type geometry 

that will trickle down through the porous media as a thin line producing discontinuous 
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blobs retained as residual.  Contaminant fingering occurs when a uniformly infiltrating 

front is split into “stringers” due to instability from pore scale permeability variations 

(Fetter, 1999).  Various studies have been conducted to gain a better understanding of 

fingering causes and behavior (Brewster et al., 1995; Held and Illangasekare, 1995-a; 

Held and Illangasekare, 1995-b; Hofstee et al., 1998; Illangasekare et al., 1995; Peters 

and Flock, 1981; Wang and Feyen, 1998).  The second migration pathway involves a 

more uniform geometry where the NAPL is initially distributed into the pores producing 

a uniform advancing front and distribution of trapped NAPL.  This might be the result of 

more rapid infiltration or displacement by a viscous NAPL.  This type of displacement 

may be more likley in oil-wet media.  Each of these geometries provides large differences 

in interfacial and overall contact area between the aqueous and non-aqueous phases. 

Entrapment process 

As mentioned above, NAPL entrapment is directly related to capillary forces and 

their ratio to viscous and buoyancy (gravitational) forces.  The Capillary Number is 

defined as the ratio of viscous to capillary forces and the Bond Number is the ratio of 

buoyancy forces to capillary forces (Perry and Chilton, 1973). 

Capillary Number  
θγ

µ
os

vN
Cow

ww
ca =      (1-4) 

Bond Number  
θγ

ρ
cos

)/(

ow
Bo

nkN ∆
=      (1-5) 

where vw [L/T] is the pore velocity, µw [FT/L2]is the water viscosity, γow [F/L] is the 

interfacial tension between NAPL and water, ∆ρ [M/L3] is the density difference between 

immiscible fluids, k [L2] is intrinsic permeability and n [L3L-3] is porosity of the porous 

medium.  Pennell et al. (1996) combined the Capillary and Bond numbers into a Total 
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Trapping Number (NT) used to develop PCE desaturation curves in a one-dimensional 

chamber.  The NT was developed to combine viscous and buoyancy forces with capillary 

forces into a single, comprehensive value.  The NT combines force relationships into a 

single equation and numerical value to allow for simple mobility and saturation 

characterization.  It is important to note that the mobility referred to in relation to 

trapping number is the ability to mobilize entrapped residual DNAPL and not migration.  

The NT identifies those media and fluid properties important to entrapped NAPL residual 

and entrapped residual mobility.  The NT for a vertical flow system is as follows: 

NT = |NCa + NBo|     (1-6) 

In the horizontal flow case, it is calculated as follows: 

Bo
2

Ca
2

T NN  N +=      (1-7) 

Theoretically, changing any of the elements in the Capillary or Bond number could 

change the overall NT, possibly resulting in different entrapment characteristics for a 

given NAPL.  Pennell et al. (1996) performed surfactant flooding where PCE-water 

interfacial tension was reduced.  The result was increased mobility and reduced saturation 

of entrapped PCE.  Additionally, different combinations of element values will result in 

the same Capillary and Bond Number and hence, the same overall NT value.   

The elements of The Capillary and Bond numbers related to media properties are 

intrinsic permeability, wettability, and porosity.  For homogenous media of equal size 

spheres, porosity is a fairly consistent characteristic.  However, intrinsic permeability and 

wettability can be varied greatly by grain size diameter changes and contact angle 

modification respectively.   
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Relating Media Property Characteristics to the Contaminant Mass Flux  

Binary model 

The dissolution mass flux generated by a particular source zone as a function of 

geometry and orientation can be described using a Binary Model (Jawitz et al., 2003).  

The model treats the multidimensional flow field as a collection of non-interacting stream 

tubes with each tube being either contaminated or clean.  The collection of stream-tubes 

would be the entire domain such as an aquifer.  The fraction (f) of the stream-tubes 

contaminated would be the source zone and the remaining fraction (1-f) would be the 

clean portion of the domain.  The contaminated fraction (f ) is directly related to source 

zone geometry and orientation to flow.  In general, media and fluid properties dictate 

migration and entrapment processes.  If media or fluid modifications affect source zone 

geometry, contaminant mass flux values could be affected as a result of changing f 

values. 

Fractional mass flux versus fractional mass loading and total mass flux 

The hypothetical dissolution mass flux and mass loading relationships displayed in 

Figure 1.3 provide absolute flux and mass values for a given system and how they relate 

to each other.  Another interesting characteristic of these curves is their shape.  The shape 

of the curve gives insight into how flux values are achieved during the mass loading 

process.  The shape of these curves could be fit using the following simple empirical 

model: 

Y = Xβ      (1−8) 

where Y represents fractional source strength, X is fractional mass increase and β is 

system efficiency.  This is similar to the model approach proposed by Rao et al. (2001) 

for mass depletion, flux reduction relationships.  This model is a retrospective look at the 
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flux and mass relationships of a given system because they are normalized to each 

system’s maximum mass and flux values.  This allows curve shape non-linearity 

comparison from one system to another.  Figure 1.4 displays hypothetical source zones of 

similar mass or volume and their related β values.  Figure 1.5 displays the range of curves 

that could be encountered for any given system with β determining the shape of the 

curve.   

 
Figure 1.4. Hypothetical source zones of equal mass and their relative β values 
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Figure 1.5. Example β value curves 

A linear relationship or β value of approximately one (1.0) would indicate a one-to-

one relationship between fractional mass increase and fractional flux increase.  As the β 

value decreases below 1.0, the curves become logarithmic, indicating higher relative flux 

increase per fractional mass at lower fractional mass values.  As the fractional mass 

continues to increase, the increase in fractional flux slows.  The lower the β value, the 

more pronounced this loading behavior becomes.  The opposite occurs for β values 

greater than one and the curves become exponential in shape, requiring greater mass to 

generate most of its fractional flux.  It would occur in a system where flux production is 

delayed during mass loading.  One such system would be a heterogeneous system where 

the DNAPL source would gather on a low permeability lens until breakthrough or 
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spilling occurred producing a larger residual cross section to produce higher flux values.  

It could be argued that β is an all inclusive value capturing a wide range of media and 

fluid characteristics that affect dissolution efficiency.   

Study Objectives 

Based on the background provided above, the following objectives of this research 

were to: 

 1. Determine the relationship between hydrophobic media content and water, air 

and oil entry pressure and related contact angle values.  Water wet, oil wet, and 

intermediate wet systems were investigated to determine water entry pressure, air entry 

pressure, and oil entry pressure trends.  

 2. Determine the relationship between porous media properties and 

contaminant mass flux.  Two media properties, grain size and wettability, were studied 

to determine their influence on geometry and contaminant mass flux properties in a two 

dimensional flow chamber.  A reduction in grain size may affect migration and 

entrapment characteristics and ultimately DNAPL geometry.  DNAPL distributions in an 

oil wet media may influence geometry of a source zone, possibly affecting contaminant 

mass flux properties.  Absolute mass and flux value relationships as well as values were 

determined for these media systems. 

 3. Determine the relationship between fluid properties contaminant and mass 

flux.  DNAPL migration in saturated porous media is influenced in part by the density 

differential between the aqueous and non-aqueous phase.  Changing this differential 

while keeping other characteristics constant could change DNAPL migration.  This study 

assessed the influence of reducing the density differential between immiscible fluids and 
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the effect that differential reduction has on DNAPL migration and associated 

contaminant mass flux properties. 

Interfacial tension is an important physical property that can influence migration of 

DNAPLs such as PCE.  Lowering interfacial tension of PCE may increase migration, 

thereby influencing source zone geometry, and ultimately contaminant mass flux 

properties.  Absolute mass and flux value relationships as well as β values were 

determined for these fluid systems. 

4. Determine the mass loading and dissolution behavior of TCE.  Contaminant 

mass flux curves generated through mass loading were compared to those resulting from 

mass reduction.  This provided insight into the relationship between mass loading and 

mass dissolution processes.   

General Methodology 

The following general overall design was implemented as part of the experimental 

portion of this research.  Various parameters were held constant while a single parameter 

was varied.   

The following general set up was used for each experiment.  A series of 

experiments was conducted in a two-dimensional simulated aquifer experiments in 

systems as shown in Figure 1.6.  The design shown in Figure 1.6 is just an example to 

show that one characteristic can be varied while others are held constant and is not an 

indication of the exact variations of this research.  The two dimensional flow chamber 

employed was similar in design to those used by Jawitz et al. (1998a) and Conrad et al. 

(2002), and reviewed by Chevalier and Petersen (1999).   
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Figure 1.6. Experimental Design 

The chamber design is shown in Figure 1.7.  The “simulated wells” on each end of 

the column had slots at intervals of 4 slots per cm and served as the influent and effluent 

wells.  Injection of PCE took place in the center of the chamber as shown in Figure 1.7.  

PCE injection was made through the wall of the column using a needle securely fixed 

with epoxy into the glass wall.  PCE was injected through the needle using a gas tight 

syringe placed on a syringe pump.   
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Figure 1.7. Two-dimensional flow chamber design 

The two dimensional flow chamber was packed uniformly with the appropriate 

medium for the specific objective.  The top of the medium was covered with Bentonite 

clay to maintain media pressure saturation and minimize volatile losses.  NAPL was 

injected into the side of the column at a specified rate using the syringe pump.  The PCE 

volume was injected in a stepwise fashion at a particular volume per injection up to a 

predetermined total volume.  All measurements were conducted under steady-state, 

saturated flow conditions.  Effluent samples were collected after the system achieved 

steady state mass flux.  The number of pore volumes required to achieve mass flux steady 

state was experimentally derived.  An Oil-Red-O dye tracer was added to the PCE to aid 
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in visual observation of the PCE in the 2-D column (Jeong et al., 2002).  Flow rates were 

controlled to maintain a constant mass transfer rate from one experiment to another and 

to aid in comparisons of the various experimental results.   

 Samples collected throughout the experiment were analyzed using a Perkin Elmer 

AutoSystem XL Gas Chromatograph (GC) with a Flame Ionization Detector (FID).  The 

FID was appropriate because it met the sensitivity requirements of the expected sample 

concentrations and its low selectivity was not impaired by the relatively clean samples 

(PCE being the only contaminant).  Each sample was analyzed for PCE concentration 

which was used to calculate PCE percent mass flux. 

Dissertation Organization 

Each of the following chapters, 2-5, is written as a stand alone paper.  Each chapter 

contains an Introduction, Methods and Materials, Results and Discussion, and 

Conclusion.  Chapter 2 includes results of the wettability properties study.  Chapter 3 

discusses results of the media properties study.  Chapter 4 presents the results of the fluid 

properties study.  Chapter 5 presents the TCE mass loading and dissolution study.  

Chapter 6 is a summary of this research and presents major conclusions of the overall 

effort and identifies recommendations for future research. 
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CHAPTER 2 
WETTABILITY STUDIES 

Introduction 

Wettability is the relative affinity of the solid media for fluids such as air, water or 

organic immiscible liquid (OIL) (Wilson, 1988).  The degree of wettability is a function 

of the solid surface, OIL properties and composition of the water.  Hydrophilic sands 

have an affinity for water because of their polarity and are considered water wet.  

Hydrophobic sands have more affinity for oil, or perhaps air, than water because they 

have a non polar surface and are considered oil wet.  Moore and Slobod (1956) divided 

soil into three categories which include (1) water wet and (2) oil wet soils, and added (3) 

intermediate wettability soil.  The intermediate wettability category has characteristics of 

both hydrophilic and hydrophobic media.   

Understanding wettability is of great interest to both the environmental restoration 

and oil industries because oil and contaminant recovery is greatly influenced by this 

porous media property.  Donaldson (1969) reported that oil recovery, as a function of 

water injected, is greater from water wet cores than oil wet cores.  He went on to state 

that some findings indicate that oil recovery is better in intermediate wettability soil 

environments rather than either extreme.   

According to Wilson (1988), it is typically assumed in reservoir engineering studies 

that rock is water wet.  However, he reported that Treiber et al. (1972) studied reservoir 

rocks from 55 oil reservoirs, 15 being water wet, 3 of intermediate wettability and 37 as 

oil wet.  Although these findings are related to oil reservoirs, it is an indication of the 
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variability in wettability conditions that are possible.  Powers et al. (1996) found that a 

wide range of wetting conditions can be expected following spills of complex NAPL 

mixtures to the subsurface.   

Silica surfaces are hydrophilic or naturally polar and can have their wetting 

characteristics changed in a variety of ways.  Silica surfaces such as quartz sand can be 

altered by organic material becoming deposited on their surface and/or by the adsorption 

of polar oxygen-, nitrogen-, or sulfur-containing compounds.  These deposition and 

adsorption processes can occur through physical (heat), chemical (adsorption), or 

biological means (Wilson, 1988).  Wilson (1988) reported that fires convert heavy wax-

like substances in the vegetative cover to an organic coating.  This organic coating can 

alter the wettability of characteristics of the affected soil.  Although this is an example of 

a physical mechanism, it appears that ultimately the coating had adsorbed to the surface 

of the media, altering wettability.   

Powers and Tamblin (1993) found that polar molecules of high molecular weight or 

surfactants added to commercial gasoline as deicers, corrosion inhibitors, or carburetor 

cleaners increased hydrophobicity as they adsorbed to quartz slides.  This indicates a 

potential for a wide range of wettability characteristics at sites where OIL products have 

been released.   

The biological mechanisms that affect subsurface wettability are poorly understood 

(Wilson, 1988).  However, it is apparent micro-organisms play an important role in 

affecting subsurface wettability.  Wilson (1988) reported golf course putting greens at 

various courses around the country face management problems due to soil 

hydrophobicity.  Under these conditions, a layer occur creating high water content and 
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anaerobic conditions.  This favors growth of microorganisms that deposit hydrophobic 

coatings of organic metal sulfides on soil particles.   

It is clear that the assumption of water wet subsurface media may not always be 

appropriate.  This is an important assumption impacting a wide range of areas from golf 

course management, oil recovery, and contaminant remediation.  For example, wettability 

conditions may impact the effectiveness of DNAPL remediation methods if there is an 

affinity between DNAPL and media surface.  It is important to be able to quantify 

wettability conditions for better management practices. 

Theoretical Background   

Measurement of wettability can be made qualitatively and quantitatively.  

Donaldson et al. (1969) listed several methods for qualitatively assessing wettability.  

They determined that these methods could only classify a system as water wet or oil wet, 

but lacked the ability to satisfactorily classify intermediate wettability systems.  Powers 

et al. (1996) demonstrated a qualitative bottle test that was able to visually distinguish 

between intermediate wetting systems.  This method is qualitative because it determines 

system wettability based on observation of NAPL distribution between solid and aqueous 

phase and does not provide a quantitative value.  This method is useful for relative 

system comparisons.  This appears to be a quick method for determining relative 

wettability characteristics for a variety of systems and does not suffer from the same 

limitations of the methods listed by Donaldson et al. (1969).  However, when developing 

oil recovery and remediation strategies, a more quantitative approach may be required.     

Contact angle is often considered the best measure for quantifying wettability and 

is widely used (Bahrani et al., 1973; Bradford and Leij, 1995; Fink, 1970; Moore and 

Slobod, 1956; Letey et al., 1962; Powers et al., 1996; Watson and Letey, 1970).    Powers 
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et al. (1996) and Bradford and Leij (1995) reported that the contact angle (θ) between 

two fluids and a solid surface is the result of mechanical equilibrium or horizontal force 

balance among the interfacial energies as described in Young’s equation 

γso – γsw = γowcos(θ)        (2-1) 

where γ is interfacial energy and solid, organic, and aqueous phases are represented by 

superscripts, s, o, and w respectively.   

Direct measurement of the contact angle is one method for quantifying contact 

angles.  Contact angles can be measured by static or dynamic methods.  For static 

methods, advanced or receded contact angles are measured, while for dynamic methods, 

the angles are referred to as advancing or receding.  The contact angles are usually 

measured through the aqueous phase with 0o to 90o being water wet and 90o to 180o being 

oil wet, and neutral wetting around 90o (Figure 2.1).   

 

Figure 2.1. Contact angle through aqueous phase of a DNAPL 

Powers et al. (1996) reported that various researchers used different ranges of 

contact angles to categorize neutral wettability.  For example, Powers et al. (1996) 

reported that Treiber et al. (1972) used 72o-105o and Morrow (1976) used 62o-133o.  

Slobod and Moore (1956) used advancing contact angles of near 30o to describe water-
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wet systems and angle greater that 90o to be oil wet with intermediate systems in 

between.   

An example of a static method was used by Powers et al. (1996).  They exposed a 

quartz slide surface to a variety of organic phases to achieve a variety of wetting 

conditions.  These slides were then submerged in groundwater and exposed separately to 

a variety NAPLs including gasoline, diesel fuel, fuel oil, crude oil, creosote, coal tar, 

toluene, and TCE.   The NAPLs formed drops on the treated slides.  DNAPLs were 

placed on the top of the slides while LNAPL drops formed under the slides.  After 

equilibration was achieved, a goniometer was used to directly measure the contact angle.  

Advanced angles were measured on each side of the slide.  This method is similar to the 

sessile drop method used by Fink (1970).  In this method, water is added to a flat level 

surface being tested until further additions increase the drop diameter, but not the height.  

The contact angle is a function of this height and therefore can be calculated.  Since the 

water is being added, the advanced contact angle is calculated.  These methods work well 

for quantifying homogeneously coated media.  However, some media may be a 

combination of a variety of surfaces, some organic and some not. 

The contact angle of a porous media can be calculated by measuring infiltration 

rates (Bahrani et al., 1973; Jamison, 1946; and Letey et al., 1962).  Letey et al. (1962) 

used the following equation to calculate contact angles: 

η
θγρ

L
rghnrQ

8
)cos2(" +

=     (2-2) 

where Q” is the water entry rate at the soil surface, n is porosity, r is the capillary radius, 

ρ is the density of solution, h is the capillary length plus depth of solution above 

capillary, γ is surface tension of solution, L is capillary length and η is viscosity of the 
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solution.  In this equation, r and θ are unknown so a reference fluid such as ethanol with a 

known θ is used to experimentally measure r to be used for other treatments.  Water entry 

rates were then experimentally measured for various media treatments altering contact 

angle.  With all other data known, contact angle θ was calculated using the above 

equation.  Similarly, Bahrani et al. (1973) used infiltration rates to experimentally derive 

penetrability coefficients used to calculate contact angle.  They derived these 

penetrability coefficients after each of six wetting and drying cycles.   They determined 

that wetting, leaching and drying cycles change contact angles significantly from one 

cycle to the next.  However, they also determined that changing surface tension of the 

water and changes in soil porosity showed no significant impact on wetting. 

Letey et al. (1962) determined that infiltration rates did not hold true for sand 

columns and resorted to capillary rise at equilibrium, pc = pg.  They experimentally 

measured h using sand columns and calculated contact angle using the following 

equation: 

gr
h

ρ
αγ )cos(2

=      (2−3) 

Contact angle can be represented by capillary pressure by the following equation: 
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where pc = capillary pressure, pnw = non-wetting fluid pressure, pw = wetting fluid 

pressure, γow = interfacial tension between oil and wetting phase, α = contact angle and r 

is capillary tube radius.  This relationship between capillary pressure and contact angle 

can be used to quantify the wetting characteristics of a two phase system.   The United 

States Bureau of Mines (USBM) (Donaldson et al., 1969; Powers et al., 1996) and the 
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Amott-Harvey (Powers et al., 1996) methods are commonly used.  Each method uses data 

obtained from comparing imbibition and drainage capillary pressure/saturation curves 

(Figure 2.2).   

 

Figure 2.2. Example capillary pressure curves illustrating paramenters used for : (a) 
USBM; (b) Amott-Harvey wettability indices (Powers et al. 1996) 

The USBM method compares imbibition and drainage areas to assign a wettability index 
using the following equation (Powers et al. 1996): 

Iusbm = log(A1/A2)       (2-5) 

where A1 is the area under the drainage curve to the horizontal axis and A2 is the area 

above the imbibition curve to the horizontal axis (Figure 2.2).  The Amott-Harvey 

method uses different data from capillary pressure curves to calculate a wettability index 

using the following equation (Powers et al. 1996): 
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where ∆Ss
w = difference between saturation at Pc = 0 and the residual saturation of the 

water phase, ∆Ss
o= difference between saturation at Pc = 0 and the residual saturation of 

the oil phase, and Sr
o = residual saturation of the oil phase and Sr

w = residual saturation of 

the water phase.  None of these methods directly calculate the contact angle, however 
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they do give a numerical value for system wettability that is directly related to contact 

angle.   

Fink (1970) experimentally measured breakthrough pressure for water repellent 

soils to quantify system wetting.  This is essentially equivalent to the entry pressure or hd 

that can be readily identified and quantified on a typical Brooks-Corey capillary pressure 

curve.  Fluid entry pressures can be determined for air in the presence of water or oil, 

water in the presence of oil or air, and oil in the presence of water or air.  An example 

would be oil penetrating water saturated hydrophilic porous media.  Depending on 

conditions of the system such as type of oil, water composition, and surface type, the oil 

will require a certain amount of head or entry pressure to displace the water in the porous 

media.  These entry pressure values are directly related to system wettability.  Fink 

(1970) used the experimentally determined h (entry pressure) value in equation 2-3 to 

calculate θ.  He compared the calculated θ values from the sessile drop method to the θ 

values calculated using the breakthrough pressure method.  He assumed theoretically they 

would be equal but determined that they were not.  However, he noted that they each 

showed similar trends, and therefore each could be used to make relative comparisons 

between wetting systems. 

There are many methods for quantifying system wettability.  It appears that most 

methods cannot be compared to each other directly.  However trends can be compared 

from one method to the next as well as wetting systems can be quantified and compared 

to each other if a consistent method of measurement is used.   
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Study Objective 

The objective of this study was to conduct water entry pressure, air and oil entry 

pressure tests for silica sand with various fractions of organic (silane) coated media.  This 

was to quantify system wettability for a water wet, oil wet and intermediate wet systems.   

Methods and Materials 

Water/Air Entry Pressure Measurements 

A series of water entry pressure (WEP) and air entry pressure (AEP) tests were 

completed for sands with octadecyl trichlorosilane (OTS) treatment percentages of 0, 25, 

40, 50, 60, 75, and 100%.  Organosilanes such as OTS are effective for changing the 

surface polarity of the media resulting in an oil-wet environment.  Hydrophobic sand was 

created using an OTS treatment method used by Bradford and Leij (1995) and Le Grange 

(1993) as follows:  475 ml of denatured or reagent alcohol mixed with 25 ml of OTS to 

create a 5% OTS mixture;  575 ml of 30/40 Accusand was added to the 5% OTS solution 

and mixed for 5 hours.  At the completion of mixing, the excess solution was drained off 

and the sand was rinsed again with denatured or reagent alcohol.  The sand was then heat 

dried for several hours.  To create each of the hydrophobic/hydrophilic percent volume 

combinations listed earlier, the appropriate amount of OTS treated sand was mixed with 

untreated sand to create the desired OTS/untreated sand percent ratio.  Denatured alcohol 

was used for all experiments.  Additionally, reagent alcohol treated sand was used for a 

second 100% OTS experiment.   

The WEP and AEP for OTS/untreated sand mixtures listed above were determined 

using the apparatus shown in Figure 2.3.  For the WEP measurements, each mixture 

listed in above was packed to a depth of 6 cm in the bottom of a long glass column.  The 

column was plugged at the bottom with a rubber stopper with a hole in the center.  The 
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stopper had a stainless steel mesh filter placed on top to support the sand in the glass 

tube.  The stopper was attached to a burette using a section of ¼” tubing.  The burette 

was placed so that the top was level with the bottom of the sand in the column.  Water 

was placed in the burette to contact the bottom of the soil column. 

 

Figure 2.3. Water entry pressure/Air entry pressure column design 

The burette was then raised in approximately 0.5 to 2 cm increments increasing the 

head of water at the bottom of the sand and allowed to stabilize for several minutes.  The 

volume in the burette was recorded for each increment.  The height at which the volume 
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of water began to enter the sand column was used as the head required for water entry or 

WEP (See Figure 2.4). 
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Figure 2.4. Volume change as a function of water entry head for 50% OTS treated sand 

For the AEP tests, approximately 6 cm of sand for 0, 25, 40, 50, 60, 75, and 100% 

mixtures was placed in the bottom of a long glass column (Figure 2.3).  The top of the 

column was plugged with a stopper attached to a T valve.  The T valve was connected to 

a vacuum source and the side port of an Erlenmeyer flask.  The flask was filled with 

water and sealed at the top with a rubber stopper.  The stopper had a glass straw with one 

end submerged in the water.  The top of the flask was attached via rubber hose to the 

stopper at the bottom of the column.  This system was closed looped, preventing the 

water from leaving the flask.  The vacuum was turned on for 15 to 20 minutes to de-gas 

the water in the flask.  The tube attached to the side port of the flask was then crimped, 

allowing the vacuum to draw the water through the top of the flask and into the bottom of 
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the column.  A vacuum was used to facilitate water saturating the OIL and intermediate 

wet sand mixtures.  Water was allowed to enter the column, saturating the sand as the 

water was drawn up by the vacuum.  When the sand was completely saturated with water, 

the vacuum was shut off and the top of the flask was detached from the hose.  This hose 

was then placed on the bottom of a burette.  Water was allowed to exit the bottom of the 

column filling the burette until the top of the water table in the column was equal to the 

top of the sand.  The height of the burette and volume of water in the burette was adjusted 

such that with the water table at the top of the sand, the level of the water was at the 

bottom of the burette.  The burette was then lowered in increments of 0.5 to 1.5 cm.  For 

each height, the volume in the burette was measured and recorded.  The height at which 

the volume of water began to enter the burette was assumed to be the head required for 

air entry or AEP (See Figure 2.5). 
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Figure 2.5. Volume change as a function of air entry head for 50% OTS treated sand 
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Oil Entry Pressure Measurements 

A series of oil entry pressure (OEP) tests using PCE in the presence of water were 

completed for sands with OTS treatment percentages of 0, 25, 50, 75 and 90%.   The 

OEP for these OTS/untreated sand mixtures were determined using the apparatus shown 

in Figure 2.6.  Each mixture listed was wet packed to an approximate depth of 5 cm in the 

bottom of a short glass column.  The column was plugged at the bottom with a rubber 

stopper with a hole in the center.  The stopper had a stainless steel mesh filter placed on 

top to support the sand in the glass tube.  A rubber tube was attached to the stopper at one 

end and a burette at the other end.  There was a three way valve in the closed position 

between the burette and column.   The water used for wet packing was degassed with 

helium for approximately 15 minutes prior to packing.  This is necessary because silane 

coated sand has an affinity for air in the presence of water.   

 
Figure 2.6. Oil entry pressure in the presence of water column set-up 

Sand 
mix 

Burette w/PCE 

Column 
w/water 

Vacuum 
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Regardless of degassing, air bubbles were still present during the packing process.  The 

column was sealed and a vacuum applied to further remove the air from the system.  The 

column was then reopened and the sand was tamped down into the column to achieve a 

tight sand packing. A vacuum was applied again followed by compacting of the sand.  

This process was repeated until all visible air was removed.  The burette was placed so 

that its top was level with the bottom of the sand in the column.  Perchloroethylene was 

placed in the burette and drained through the three way valve to remove any air from the 

line while maintaining the water level in the column. After the air had been drained, the 

valve was placed as such to allow the PCE and water to contact.  The burette was raised 

such that the PCE contacted the bottom of the soil column. The burette was then raised in 

approximately 0.5 to 2 cm increments increasing the head of PCE at the bottom of the 

sand and allowed to stabilize for several minutes.  The volume in the burette was 

recorded for each increment and the height at which the volume of PCE began to enter 

the sand column was assumed to be the head required for Oil entry or OEP similar to the 

process for water entry pressure in the presence of air. 

Results and Discussion 

The pressure breakthrough curves for each sand mixture are displayed in Appendix 

A.  Calculated contact angle values are shown in Table 2.1.  The contact angles were 

calculated using equation 2-3 (Fink, 1970) and the WEPa AEPw, and OEPa values as 

height (cm).  Water contact angles decreased as OTS percentage decreased.  All contact 

angles were >90, indicating oil wet system.  Contact angles for 25% and 0% mixtures 

were estimated from the projected capillary rise shown in Figure 2.7.  Air contact angles 

did not vary indicating air is always the non-wetting fluid.  Oil contact angles decreased 

as OTS percentage decreased, indicating the media becoming more water wet.  The 
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WEPa, AEPw and OEP values as a function of hydrophobic media percentage are 

displayed in Figure 2.7.  The WEPa for the hydrophobic sand decreased from a maximum 

of 9 cm to 5 cm as the hydrophobic percentage decreased.  The mixtures exhibited 

hydrophobic behavior down to 40% OTS (hydrophobic) sand content.  Water entry 

pressure for the 25% OTS sand content could not be measured because the water rose by 

capillary action, indicating the switch from hydrophobic to hydrophilic behavior.  The air 

entry pressure with respect to OTS percentage showed a slight decline from 15 cm to 12 

cm in AEPw from 0% to 75% OTS percentage respectively.  The 100% OTS sand showed 

a slight increase back to 13 cm.  This is a slight indication that the untreated sand retains 

the water or requires more pressure to begin draining water when compared to the OTS 

treated sand mixtures.  Oil entry pressure was affected by the changing hydrophobicity, 

requiring less entry pressure as hydrophobicity increased.  The point at which entry 

pressure is no longer required and PCE is drawn into the sand by capillary action appears 

to be between 75% and 90% OTS treated sand content. 

Table 2.1. Calculated contact angles 

% OTS 

Water 
θ (in air) 
degrees 

Air θ (in 
water) 

degrees 

OIL θ (in 
water) 

degrees 
100 128.5 25.8  
90   90.0 
75 121.2 33.8 86.1 
60 114.5 33.8  
50 114.5 25.8 80.3 
40 110.2 28.8  
25 90.0 25.8 78.3 
0 0.0 0.0 66.1 

 

Conclusions   

The change in percent OTS treated sand influences water entry and oil entry 

pressure values.  The displayed trend shows that as OTS percentage decreases, water 
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entry pressure values decreased from 15 cm of capillary rise to -9 cm of entry head.  As 

the OTS percentage increased, the oil entry pressure values decreased from 6 cm of entry 

head until reaching 90% at which the sand displayed hydrophobic characteristics and 

drew the PCE into the media by capillary action.  The trend related to air entry pressure 

showed that AEP values were not sensitive to OTS percentage changes.  Bradford and 

Leij (1995) noted that air is always considered the non-wetting fluid, therefore, water 

would be the wetting fluid regardless of soil treatment.  This might explain the 

insensitivity of the AEP values. 

 

Figure 2.7. Water (air), air (water), and oil (water) Entry Pressure Values for each 
mixture percentage Note – data points +/- 1cm 
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CHAPTER 3 
INVESTIGATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MEDIA PROPERTIES 

(GRAIN SIZE AND WETTABILITY) AND MASS FLUX 

Introduction 

As Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids (DNAPL) migrate in the subsurface, media 

and fluid properties influence how and where they will travel and distribute.  DNAPLs, 

serve as long term contaminant sources slowly dissolving into the aquifer.  Typically, the 

solubilities of NAPLs in water are quite low; however, they are usually orders of 

magnitude higher than applicable drinking water/clean up standards.  An understanding 

of how porous media and fluid properties affect travel and distribution behavior is needed 

to develop effective remediation strategies to manage these long term contaminant 

sources.  Media properties such as soil type, media heterogeneity or homogeneity, grain 

size, grain shape, and wettability characteristics are needed to characterize DNAPL 

source zones.  These properties influence contaminant behavior in sub-surface systems.  

What remains after migration is contaminant residual that is suspended or trapped in the 

porous media as residual and/or pooled on an impermeable layer at a low point in the 

aquifer.  The residual and pooled NAPL surfaces provide a contact area based on 

geometry and orientation for NAPL to transfer to the aqueous phase.   

Theoretical Background 

Porous media grain size and contact angle (wettability) are the common 

components governing NAPL migration and entrapment processes. 
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Grain Size 

Grain size is an important parameter that affects the flow, gravitational and 

capillary pressures acting on a DNAPL globule in the subsurface.  Pennell et al. (1996) 

proposed a pore entrapment model describing the forces acting on a NAPL globule that 

affect its mobilization after entrapment.  A similar model can be used to observe the 

forces acting on a NAPL globule during migration processes.  Figure 3.1 displays the 

forces acting on a NAPL globule in a pore.   
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Figure 3.1. Schematic diagram of pressures/forces action on a NAPL globule 

 
Capillary forces are represented by Pc, injection forces Pi and gravitational forces 

are Pg.  The forces identified are similar to those identified by Pennell et al. (1996) shown 

in equation 3-1 with the exception of the injection force.   

∆L 
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where µw is the fluid viscosity, ∆ρ is the density differential, qw is the darcy flux, 

kw is intrinsic permeability, ∆l is average length of DNAPL globule, α is the angle with 

respect to flow, θ is the contact angle, rn is neck or throat radius, and rb is blob radius.  As 

grain size changes, intrinsic permeability changes affecting the flow conditions, the 

potential length of the globule changes affecting globule size and weight, and the throat 

radius changes affect capillary pressure.  In a system where groundwater flow is 

perpendicular to gravitational forces, the flow force will be less significant compared to 

gravitational forces when determining migration behavior in the direction of gravity and 

transverse to the flow field.  Additionally, the flow force is a magnitude smaller through a 

range of sand sizes when compared to the gravity forces (Table 3.1).   

Table 3.1. Calculated bond, capillary and total trapping numbers using equations 1-4 and 
1-5 

Seive 
K 

(cm/sec) Ki(cm2) Nbond Ncapillary NT 
20/30 0.149 1.35E-06 6.55E-06 1.50E-07 6.55E-06 
30/40 0.143 1.29E-06 6.25E-06 1.50E-07 6.25E-06 
40/50 0.091 8.31E-07 4.00E-06 1.50E-07 4.01E-06 
40/60 0.088 7.97E-07 3.84E-06 1.50E-07 3.84E-06 
50/70 0.063 5.72E-07 2.75E-06 1.50E-07 2.76E-06 

 

The injection force or pressure is the pressure imposed on the NAPL by the 

injection of the NAPL into the system.  This pressure is a function of injection rate and 

fluid viscosity.  This is unique to the lab environment since NAPL injection through a 

syringe is a common method of NAPL introduction into two-dimensional columns.  As 

grain size decreases, the Pc increases against the NAPL globule, requiring higher entry 
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pressure to move the globule from one pore to the next.  As the Pc increases, the effect Pg 

has decreases and Pi becomes more significant near the point of injection.  This may 

cause the globule to migrate in all directions rather than be dominated in the direction of 

gravity.  This effect becomes less significant the further away the NAPL migrates from 

the injection port.  This effect may possibly cause more spreading of the NAPL as the 

grain size decreases.   

Entrapment processes are also affected by grain size.  Maintaining all other 

components of the NT constant, changing the grain size diameter will change the Bond 

Number and the NT.  NAPL residual saturation appears to be sensitive to changing NT 

(Dawson and Roberts, 1997; Saripalli et al., 1997) and as NT increased, saturation 

decreased.  This is consistent with the findings of Pennell et al. (1996).   

Wettability 

Wettability is a property of interest because of its effect on oil (NAPL) recovery.  

Wettability in porous media is the relative affinity of the solid component of the media 

for fluids such as air, water or oil (Wilson, 1988).  Hydrophilic soils have an affinity for 

water while hydrophobic soils have an affinity for oil.  Soils can become oil wet through 

physical, chemical, or biological mechanisms (Bradford and Leij, 1995; Wilson, 1988).  

According to Wilson (1988), physical mechanisms such as heat can aid in depositing 

organic material on the soil.  The chemical mechanism involves adsorption of compounds 

that change the surface polarity of the media. It has been reported that cationic surfactants 

and additives in gasoline can cause water-wet material to become oil-wet (Bradford and 

Leij, 1995; Powers and Tambin, 1995; Powers et al., 1996).  Additionally, Powers et al. 

(1996) found that complex NAPL mixtures can create a wide range of wetting conditions.   
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Biological mechanisms are the least understood and beyond the scope of this study 

(Wilson, 1988).  

Wettability is typically measured by the advancing contact angle for water 

displacing oil (Bahrani et al., 1973; Moore and Slobod, 1956; Powers et al., 1996).  The 

contact angle formed between two fluid phases and a solid surface is a result of 

equilibrium among interfacial energies between interfaces and is defined by Young’s 

equation as follows (Powers et al., 1996): 

γso − γsw = γow     (3-2) 

where γ is the interfacial energy with s, o, and w representing solid, oil, and water, 

respectively.   Strongly water wet systems have contact angles θ near 30o while oil wet 

systems are assigned contact angles of greater than 90o.  Contact angle is an important 

physical parameter when considering vertical movement of DNAPLs.  It is represented as 

a required parameter in equation 1-1 in chapter 1.  Additionally, it affects the capillary 

pressure acting on a DNAPL in a pore.  Figure 3.2 displays the pressure forces acting on 

residual DNAPL in a pore.  It is similar to Figure 3.1, however, the capillary pressure can 

act against the DNAPL trapping it in the pore or it can act by pulling the DNAPL out of 

the pore similar to capillary “wicking”.  The direction in which capillary forces act is 

dependent on the contact angle between the aqueous phase and DNAPL with respect to 

the media surface.  As the contact angle increases and the media becomes oil wet, 

capillary forces may act in favor of drawing the DNAPL into the media by capillary 

“wicking”.   Equation 3-1 shows that contact angle has a great effect on the capillary 

pressure of the system.  Considering only gravitational and capillary pressures, as the 

capillary pressure grows, gravitation forces become less influential.  As the capillary 
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forces decrease, gravitational forces become more influential until potentially the contact 

angle exceeds 90o and becomes an oil wet system.    

Contact angle is also represented in both the Bond and Capillary Numbers in the 

denominator as Cosθ. As θ approaches 90o or an oil-wet system, Cosθ approaches zero 

increasing both the Bond and Capillary numbers and thus the NT.  This may reduce 

entrapment potential.   
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Figure 3.2. Schematic diagram of pressures/forces action on a NAPL globule with 
variable capillary pressure 
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Study Objective 

The objective of this study was to conduct two types of two dimensional chamber 

studies designed to investigate soil media modifications and their effect on contaminant 

geometry and orientation, and ultimately, contaminant mass flux and system efficiency.  

A set of experiments was completed varying grain size and generate mass loading versus 

mass flux curves.  Another set was to completed changing the media polarity creating an 

oil-wet environment and generate mass loading versus mass flux curves.  Finally, a two 

dimensional chamber experiment was conducted to quantify a contaminant pool’s percent 

contribution to mass flux compared to the residual mass contribution.  Maximum 

contaminant mass flux values and system efficiency (β) values were investigated. 

Materials and Methods 

General Experimental Procedure 

A two-dimensional (2-D) chamber as described in Chapter 1 (Figure 3.3) was used 

for each media study.  An experiment was conducted for each sand size listed in Table 

3.2 and for each hydrophobic media percentage as follows: 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%, and 

100% hydrophobic sand.   

A total of 11 combinations were investigated.  Each experiment lasted 

approximately two weeks in length.  The experimental endpoint was determined when a 

physical parameter of the chamber was exceeded, e.g. when PCE infiltrated one or both 

wells.   

Hydrophilic Sand Packing Procedure 

Sand was added through the top of the chamber in approximately 5 cm thick 

intervals.  After each interval, the sand was mixed with a stir bar and then the box was 

vibrated to settle and compact the sand.  All packing was done under water wet 
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conditions to minimize air entrapment.  This procedure was continued until the chamber 

was filled with enough sand to cover the well screens (approximately 10 cm).  A layer of 

bentonite clay was added on top of the sand to simulate a confined aquifer and eliminate 

the complexities of a capillary fringe.  Enough clay was added to create a wet clay 

thickness of approximately 2-3 cm.  This packing procedure was followed for each sand 

size to provide hydraulic and media consistency from experiment to experiment.   

 

Figure 3.3. Two dimensional chamber set-up 
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Table 3.2. Media properties 
 Grain Size Diameter in mm 
Seive Size min max avg 
20/30 0.50 0.85 0.68 
30/40 0.33 0.60 0.48 
40/50 0.25 0.42 0.35 
40/60 0.21 0.42 0.32 
50/70 0.15 0.30 0.23 

 
Hydrophobic Sand Packing Procedure 

Due to the nature of hydrophobic media, a different packing method was required 

to ensure that a saturated environment was created.  The chamber was dry packed with 

hydrophobic sand in a similar fashion described using 5cm thick layers and stirring.  Dry 

Bentonite clay was added to the top of the sand layer and hydrated with a water bottle to 

create a clay seal over the dry hydrophobic sand.  Carbon dioxide was introduced into the 

influent port of the chamber to purge the chamber of air.  Carbon dioxide was selected 

because of its high solubility in water.  Initially the wells and the effluent port were left 

open to prevent any air from being trapped in the casing portion of the wells.  The wells 

were then sealed and effluent gas was collected in a 0.5 L Tevlar bag attached to the 

effluent port.  The bag was filled and evacuated to track the number of pore volumes 

displaced in the chamber by CO2.  Approximately 50 pore volumes were displaced.  

Water was then introduced into the influent and effluent ports of the chamber to facilitate 

saturating the sand from the sides of the chamber to the center.  The trapped CO2 was 

dissolved into the water.  As most of the chamber became saturated, an area of trapped 

CO2 was created in the center of the box as the water front from each side of the chamber 

moved towards the center.  At this point, the effluent port was released from the water 

source and water was allowed to flow through the chamber.  As the water flowed through 
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the chamber, the remaining trapped CO2 in the center of the box was dissolved into the 

water creating a water saturated media.   

PCE Introduction and Sampling 

HPLC grade PCE (CAS 127-18-4), colored red with Oil-red-O dye (< 1X10-4 M, 

CAS 1320-06-05) was used for each experiment.  The PCE was injected into the center of 

the rear of the chamber 6.5 cm from the bottom and approximately 4.0-4.5 cm from the 

top of the sand layer, except for the pooling experiment.  In the pooling experiment, the 

injection port was 1 cm from the bottom of the chamber.  The PCE was injected through 

a 20 gauge stainless steel needle glued into the rear of the box.  The needle entered the 

box at a 90o angle to the glass side and protruded 0.7 cm into the box so PCE entered in 

the center of the width (1.4 cm) of the box.  The needle was attached to a 10 ml gastight 

syringe attached to a syringe pump.   

A baseline effluent sample was collected prior to PCE injection.  PCE was then 

injected at a rate of 0.1 ml/min for 5 minutes for a total of 0.5 ml injected.  A sufficient 

number of pore volumes (>8) were passed through the chamber to allow the injected PCE 

to reach a quasi steady state dissolution.  Samples were collected after injection to 

determine the breakthrough characteristics.  The number of pore volumes at which 

concentration did not vary was the point at which steady state was assumed to be 

achieved.  An effluent sample was collected in a two ml vial to measure PCE 

concentration.  This was used with the measured flow rate to quantify the mass flux 

generated from the injection.  Another 0.5 ml of PCE was then injected and allowed to 

reach quasi steady state with a subsequent effluent sample collected.  Additionally, an 

outline of the PCE distribution (light red coloration in the sand) was traced on 

transparency paper attached to the side of the chamber to maintain a qualitative record of 
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the PCE geometry and orientation after each injection.  Reflected light was used to help 

identify the PCE when producing the outline.  The outlines only represent one side of the 

column and distributions across the thickness of the box were not observed.  This 

procedure was repeated until a physical parameter of the chamber was exceeded.  This 

was usually after a total of five to five and a half ml of PCE was introduced into the box 

over period of approximately two weeks.  Samples collected in the two ml vials were 

analyzed using a Perkin-Elmer Gas Chromatograph Auto XL with a Flame Ionization 

Detector.  Turbochrome Navigator 4.1 software was used.  The method for detection used 

was as follows: Carrier Pressure – 7.0 psig, 35 oC oven hold for six minutes, Temperature 

ramp from 35 oC to 110 oC  at 5 oC/min, Injection Temp 180 oC, Detector Temperature 

250 oC. 

Hydraulic Controls 

A constant head was maintained at the influent well using a Marriott Bottle 

controlling the effluent discharge height.  The head was maintained at approximately two 

to three cm above the surface of the sand media to accommodate the clay layer.  The 

effluent rate was maintained by adjusting the effluent discharge height. The rate was 

approximately 0.7 ml/min.  This produced a specific discharge of 68 cm/day.  Based on a 

porosity of 0.377, this gives a pore velocity of 180 cm/day.  

Octadecyl Trichlorosilane Treatment and Retardation Factor 

Hydrophobic sand was created using an octadecyl trichlorosilane (OTS) treatment 

method (Bradford and Leij, 1995; Le Grange, 1993).  Organosilanes are effective for 

changing the surface polarity of the media resulting in an oil-wet media.  Hydrophobic 

sand was created as needed by the following method:  475 ml of denatured/reagent 

alcohol mixed with 25 ml of OTS to create a 5% OTS mixture.  Accusand (575 ml of 
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30/40 mesh size) was added to the 5% OTS solution and tumbled for 5 hours.  At the 

completion of mixing, the excess solution was drained off and the sand was rinsed again 

with denatured/reagent alcohol.  The sand was then dried for 24 hours.  To create each of 

the hydrophobic/hydrophilic percent combinations listed in Table 3.2, the appropriate 

amount of OTS treated sand was mixed homogeneously with the untreated sand to create 

the desired percent ratio.  As annotated in Table 3.2, denatured alcohol was used for all 

experiments.  Duplicate experiments were run for the 50%, 75%, and 100% mixtures 

using the reagent alcohol during the mixing procedure.  This sand mixture was then 

tumbled for an hour to create a homogeneous distribution.   

Bradford et al. (2000) determined the Freundlich distribution coefficient (Kf
sw) f 

and n for PCE in an OTS treated 20/30 (0.68) sieve sand to be 2.01 and 1.06, 

respectively.  This is nearly a linear relationship.  Using the following equation: 

θ
ρ K

R b+= 1       (3-3) 

where ρb is the bulk density (1.55 g/ml), Kf
sw  is substituted for K and θ is the volumetric 

water content (0.3).  The retardation factor was approximately 11.  A minimum of 11 

pore volumes were used to achieve temporary steady state. 

Results and Discussion 

To gain an appreciation for how some of the distributions and their associated flux 

values differed, the hydrophobic and hydrophilic system results are shown in Figures 3.4- 

through 3.7.  The hydrophobic or 100% OTS treated sand distribution is shown in Figure 

3.4 with its associated flux curve shown in Figure 3.5.  The untreated or hydrophilic 

system is shown in figures 3.6 and 3.7.  It is obvious how much the geometries differ 

between these systems and how those differences are reflected in their respective flux 
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curves.  The remainder of this section will discuss the grain size experiments and 

wettability experiments separately. 

 

 

Figure 3.4. 100% OTS treated 30/40 (0.48) sieve sand at 2.5 ml of PCE  
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Figure 3.5. 100% OTS treated 30/40 (0.48) sand contaminant volume versus flux  
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Figure 3.6. Untreated 30/40 (0.48) sieve sand at 4.5 ml PCE content  
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Figure 3.7. Untreated 30/40 (0.48) sand contaminant volume versus flux  
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Grain Size Comparison Results and Discussion 

For each experiment conducted with different size porous media, a trace sketch of 

the PCE distribution was generated.  A trace of the distribution was drawn after each 

injection reached steady state on a single transparency, resulting in a cumulative 

distribution drawing (Appendix B).  Figures 3.8 and 3.9 are examples of these drawings 

for the 30/40 (0.48) sand and pooling experiment respectively.  A qualitative comparison 

of the final geometry for each sand size was made using the drawings in Appendix B.   In 

general, predictability of geometry and PCE behavior based on sieve size was not 

obvious.  Pooling began in each experiment by the second injection or one ml with the 

exception of the 40/50 (0.35) sieve experiment, which appeared to have begun after the 

fourth injection or two ml.  Figure 3.10 shows the quantitative comparison of each 

volume versus percent mass flux curve for each sieve size and the pooling experiment.  In 

this figure, the C/Cmax values were generated by dividing calculated flux values 

generated from measured PCE concentrations and flow rates by a calculated maximum 

flux value based on equilibrium solubility limit and applied flow.  The values can be 

thought of as scaled concentration of mass flux.  These values were then graphed against 

their associated injection volumes.  Each of the curves appears to be non-linear in shape 

with the exception of the pooling curve.  The logarithmic shape indicates an initial rapid 

establishment and increase in flux per unit volume of PCE, followed by a plateau.  These 

results show the first several injections are the largest contributors to flux with the later 

injections having minimal impact.  This is possibly because the first several injections 

contribute to the residual geometry with the later injections contributing more to the pool.   
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Figure 3.8. 30/40 (0.48) sand pooling experiment 

 

Figure 3.9. 30/40 (0.48) sand experiment PCE distribution
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Figure 3.10. Volume versus percent mass flux grain size comparisons 
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This is supported by the results of the pooling experiment, which show the pooling 

contributes significantly less mass flux per unit volume when compared to the combined 

residual and pooled values.  The 20/30 (0.68) sieve sand has the lowest C/Cmax value of 

0.27 and the 40/50 sieve sand has the highest C/Cmax value of 0.38.  Using the binary 

model, the maximum C/Cmax value is estimated to be 0.60.  This is based on the 

injection point position of 6cm from the bottom of the 10 cm chamber and assumes 

residual distributed homogeneously (vertical and depth) from injection point to chamber 

bottom.  The values observed during each experiment are lower because migration did 

not produce homogeneously distributed PCE in the vertical plane.   

There was no clear pattern between sand size and flux values, but there was 

indication that as grain size decreased, flux values increase.  To confirm this, additional 

experiments using 20/30 (0.68) and 50/70 (0.23) sand was performed.  The results are 

shown in Figure 3.11 and confirm that finer sands produce higher flux values relative to 

the course sands.  This is possibly due to more lateral spreading caused by the finer grain 

size resulting in a larger cross sectional area. 

Curves were fitted to data using the Y=Xβ model.   Figure 3.12 provides an 

example of collected data and the associated fit curve for the 30/40 sieve sand.   Figure 

3.13 displays the fitted curves for each grain size.  These curves were generated from 

dimensionless/normalized data to facilitate comparison.  The data was normalized by 

using the maximum mass and flux values for each respective experiment. These curves 

display the contaminant mass flux versus loading characteristics for the sands 

investigated.  Sand sieves 20/30 (0.68), 30/40 (0.48) and 40/50 (0.35) each have virtually 
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the same β values and therefore curve shape.  This indicates that the vertical migration 

from injection to injection of the PCE in each of these sands were similar.   

 

Figure 3.11. 20/30 (0.68) and 50/70 (0.23) duplicate experiment 

 

Figure 3.12.  30/40 (0.48) sieve sand curve fit example
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Figure 3.13. Curve fit comparisons (grain size) 
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The duplicate experiments for the 40/60 (0.32) sieve sands were performed and 

identified as boxes 22 and 28.  A comparison of these two experiments displays the 

variability of migration characteristics.  This could be due to the wider sieve range 

relative to the other sands.  Figure 3.14 graphically displays the β and grain size 

relationship with one line representing box 22 data and the other using box 28 data. 

The 50/70 sieve sand demonstrated the most efficient loading by developing the 

largest percentage of its flux value at a lower mass percentage.  Tables 3.3 and 3.4 

display the correlation analysis between each of the sand’s physical characteristics and its 

estimated β value.   

 

Figure 3.14. β versus grain size diameter 
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Table 3.3. Correlation analysis using box 28 40/60 (0.32) sand sieve β value 
    bx28  

  diameter variance surface area 
hydraulic 

conductivity beta 
20/30 0.68 0.27 146 8.98 0.44 
30/40 0.48 0.12 275 8.57 0.40 
40/50 0.33 0.08 301 5.49 0.42 
40/60 0.32 0.13 307 5.27 0.24 
50/70 0.23 0.05 423 3.78 0.22 

            
         r  r2 
      diameter 0.75  0.55 
      variance 0.53   
      surface area -0.77   

      
Hydraulic 

conductivity 0.78   
 
Table 3.4. Correlation analysis using box 22 40/60 (0.32) sand sieve β value 

    bx22  

  diameter variance surface area 
hydraulic 

conductivity beta 
20/30 0.68 0.27 146 8.98 0.44 
30/40 0.48 0.12 275 8.57 0.40 
40/50 0.33 0.08 301 5.49 0.42 
40/60 0.32 0.13 307 5.27 0.07 
50/70 0.23 0.05 423 3.78 0.22 

            
         r  r2 
      diameter 0.62  0.38 
      variance 0.35   
      surface area -0.55   

      
hydraulic 

conductivity 0.65   
 

Wettability Results and Discussion 

As performed for the grain size comparisons, in each experiment (percent 

wettability) a trace sketch of the PCE distribution was generated.  A trace of the 

distribution was drawn after each injection reached steady state on a single transparency, 

resulting in a cumulative distribution drawing (Appendix B).  Figures 3.15 and 3.16 are 

examples of these drawings.  A qualitative comparison between the geometries for 0%, 
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25%, 50%, 75%, 90% and 100% media mixtures was made using the drawings in 

Appendix B.   

 

Figure 3.15. 30/40 (0.48) Sand 25% OTS mix trace  

 

Figure 3.16. 30/40 (0.48) Sand 100% hydrophobic mix trace  
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In general, as the hydrophobicity increased, the PCE distributed more uniformly 

and with increasing connectivity.  Because of the water wet media used in the 0% 

experiment, the PCE was not subject to the “globbing” observed in the 25%, 50% and 

75% mixtures and appears to have been more evenly distributed than the intermediate 

hydrophobic media.  The “globbing” observed is when the PCE would collect in discrete 

concentrated sections in the media and did not have a more uniform distribution. The 0%, 

25%, 50% and 75% mixtures displayed a fingered distribution with the 90% mixture 

beginning to transition to the more uniform spreading shown in the 100% mixture.  

Additionally, capillary “wicking” was primarily observed in 100% mixtures with some 

minimal “wicking” occurring in the 90% mixture.  Apparently, a significant amount of 

the media (>90%) must be OTS treated to allow capillary forces to overcome 

gravitational forces and cause uniform lateral and vertical spreading. 

A quantitative comparison was made and shown in Figure 3.17.  The flux is 

presented as C/Cmax or J/Jmax since flow rate (Q) and area is constant is each 

experiment.  In general, the 100% and 90% mixtures appear produce the higher 

maximum percent mass flux values when compared to the intermediate and 0% mixtures.  

Comparing these curves to their associated sketch, it appears the vertical movement of 

the PCE above the injection point was the differing factor in flux production.  More PCE 

exposure to the horizontal aqueous flow appears to have resulted in higher flux values.  

There appears to be little difference in flux values between the 0%, 25%, 50% and 75% 

mixtures.  This might be due to the intermediate mixtures providing similar overall 

surface area contact between the PCE and aqueous phase as the 0% sand  
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Figure 3.17. Volume versus percent mass flux hydrophobic comparisons 
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The intermediate soils tended to collect the PCE residual in disconnected globs 

while the 0% appeared to a more evenly distributed fingered residual.  Additionally, 

Moore and Slobad (1956) found that porous media of the intermediate wettability had 

lower water imbibing tendency than in the strongly water wet system.  They state that 

imbibition, though still present, is not the dominating displacement process.  As a result, 

the capillary and viscous forces are of equal importance and the water will flow down 

both sizes of pores at nearly the same velocity.  The result is lowered oil saturation at 

breakthrough compare to either wettability extremes.    

As examples of the wettability curve fit data, Figure 3.18 displays the 75% and 

100% OTS treated sands data and associated fit curves.  Figure 3.19 displays the fitted 

curves for each wettability percentage.  There is little difference between the shapes of 

the curves for 0%-90% hydrophobicity.  The 100% RA treated sand and 100% DA 

treated sand are more linear relative to the other sands and demonstrated by their higher β 

values.  This may be due to capillary forces countering gravitational forces, causing a 

slower vertical downward migration and thus, a less efficient system. This may be 

explained by the force balance performed using equation 3-1 and the system data listed in 

Table 3.5.  Flow forces were ignored due to orientation of flow with respect to gravity.  

Table 3.6 displays the results of theoretical capillary rise, h, and both gravity and 

capillary pressures acting on the NAPL globule.  The force balance indicates that gravity 

pressures remain constant with changing contact angle.  However, as the contact angle 

increases and the system becomes oil wet, gravity may become more significant.  

Additionally, in order to achieve capillary rise, the system must become oil wet as 

indicated by the 90o contact angle.  According to the entry pressure findings in Chapter 
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two, the system becomes oil wet at approximately 90% OTS treated sand content.  This 

supports why the system must be >90% treated sand in order to achieve capillary rise and 

overcome gravitation forces.   

 

Figure 3.18. 75% and 100% OTS treated data curve fit examples 

 

Figure 3.19. Curve fit comparisons (wettability) 
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Table 3.5. Force balance data 
α= 90 degrees rp= 0.0106 cm ∆l= 0.0212 cm 
d= 0.05 cm rt= 0.00385 cm β= 0.636792   

∆ρ= 0.65 g/ml g= 980 cm/sec2 ρoil= 1.65 g/ml 
σ= 47 dynes/cm             

 
Table 3.6. Theoretical force balance results 

θ Cos(θ) h (cm) 
capillary 
pressure 

        
0 1.00 -38.3 155E2 
10 0.98 37.7 153E2 
20 0.94 36.0 146E2 
30 0.87 33.2 134E2 
40 0.77 29.3 119E2 
50 0.64 24.6 9993 
60 0.50 19.1 7773 
70 0.34 13.1 5317 
80 0.17 6.66 2699 
82 0.14 5.33 2163 
84 0.10 4.01 1625 
86 0.07 2.67 1084 
88 0.03 1.34 542 
90 0.00 0.00 0.00 
92 -0.03 -1.34 -542 
94 -0.07 -2.67 -1084 
96 -0.10 -4.01 -1625 
98 -0.14 -5.33 -2163 

100 -0.17 -6.66 -2699 
110 -0.34 -13.1 -5317 
120 -0.50 -19.1 -7773 
130 -0.64 -24.6 -9993 
140 -0.77 -29.3 -119E2 
150 -0.87 -33.1 -134E2 
160 -0.94 -36.0 -146E2 
170 -0.98 -37.7 -153E2 
180 -1.00 -38.3 -155E2 

 

Flow By-passing and Rate Limited Mass Transfer 

Concentrations of NAPL compounds in groundwater are usually less than their 

aqueous solubility due to irregular distributions, non-uniform flow patterns, dilution and 

sorption effects, and rate limited mass transfer (Hunt, et al., 1988; Soerens et al, 1998).  
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Powers et al. (1992) performed one-dimensional column experiments to determine the 

physical characteristics which affect mass transfer rates.  These experiments were 

performed using homogeneously distributed NAPL source zones and determined that 

grain size, source zone length and Darcy velocity impact mass transfer coefficients under 

one dimensional column conditions.  This method may overestimate mass transfer 

coefficients when applied to heterogeneously distributed NAPL source zones such as 

those created in this research.   

Soerens et al. (1998) concluded that non-equilibrium or non-ideal dissolution of 

NAPL can be represented by mass transfer rate limitations, flow by-passing due to media 

or distribution heterogeneities, or a combination of these mechanisms.  Experimental 

curves generated from this research were compared to ideal equilibrium curves and 

curves developed using mass transfer rate estimations to determine if potential flow by 

passing, rate limitation or both is occurring.  The equilibrium and mass transfer curves 

were developed for the 20/30 (0.68) sand and 100% hydrophobic sand experiments.  

Figure 20 shows an example of a sketch superimposed over a 0.5 cm grid.  The 

equilibrium curves were determined by assuming equilibrium dissolution has been 

reached after each loading event.  The equilibrium curve was constructed by estimating 

the percentage of the flow field exposed to PCE after each loading event.  This was done 

by adding the number of vertical grids containing PCE and dividing it by the total grid 

height.  The mass transfer rate curves were developed by calculating the modified 

Sherwood number used by Powers et al. (1992).  The Modified Sherwood number was 

then used to estimate the mass transfer rate and finally the C/Cs as a function of length of 

the PCE per each grid height.   
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achieves equilibrium and possibly has less by-passing because of the uniform distribution 

of the PCE resulting from capillary wicking in the hydrophobic media. 
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Figure 3.21. 20/30 curve comparison 
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Figure 3.22. Hydrophobic sand curve comparisons. 
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Conclusions    

 Grain size did not appear to affect the geometry of the residual and pooled PCE in 

such a way that was predictable.  The grain size appears to affect the percent flux, with 

the flux increasing as the grain size decreases.  It appears the determining factor for mass 

flux values was the cross sectional exposure of the PCE to perpendicular aqueous flow.  

The residual PCE portion was found to contribute the largest portion of mass flux relative 

to the pooled section, although the pooled section appears to be where the majority of the 

PCE collected.  Assuming local equilibrium assumption, pores with PCE present may 

likely reach the solubility limit of the PCE, regardless of saturation percentage.  Based on 

this assumption, each experiment should produce similar flux values because the vertical 

exposure of the PCE to the aqueous flow for each experiment was the same, however, the 

lateral distribution is not the same due to spreading.  As the grain size decreases, more 

lateral spreading of PCE occurs, increasing flux.  The pooled experiment supports the 

hypothesis that the residual mass produces the largest percentage of flux relative to the 

pooled source flux.  The pooled source flux produce 0.05% of C/Cmax with the combined 

residual and pooled sources producing a range from 0.27 to 0.38 C/Cmax.  In general, 

remediating the residual may remove relatively small amounts of PCE compared to the 

possible total mass, but could provide the greatest reduction in flux values.  However, 

pooled flux values are still greater than clean-up requirements and will be a persistent 

flux source.   

 The mass loading/mass flux efficiency or β values are somewhat correlated to 

grain size.  The wettability experiments showed that nearly all (>90 %) of the media must 

be OTS treated top affect residual geometry and percent mass flux values.  As the media 
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approached 100% hydrophobicity, the capillary forces were able to overcome 

gravitational forces and spread the PCE above the point of injection.  Although lower 

hydrophobic mixture percentages may not produce increased mass flux values, because 

of capillary forces retaining the PCE, removal of PCE from the pore may be difficult 

because of its affinity for the media surface. 

Τhe mass loading/mass flux efficiency (β) only became affected after a significant 

portion of the sand was treated (>90%).  Otherwise, there is consistency in β values for 

the remaining sands. 

 Flow by-passing and mass transfer rate limitation may be occurring resulting in 

lower than expected experimental values.  Qualitatively, most of the source zones 

produced are of sufficient length to achieve equilibrium indicating that by-passing is the 

most likely cause of lower than expected values. 
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CHAPTER 4 
INVESTIGATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FLUID PROPERTIES 

(INTERFACIAL TENSION AND DENSITY DIFFERENTIAL) AND MASS FLUX 

Introduction 

Chlorinated solvents such as perchloroethylene (PCE) are commonly found at 

many contaminated sites.  They have been popular as industrial degreasers and because 

of past poor management practices and the threat they pose to human health, they have 

become a major concern at many contaminated sites throughout the country.  It is likely 

that many chlorinated solvents have been used with a variety of different chemicals 

during various industrial processes and activities.  The chemicals comprising these 

mixtures could interact creating a single “new” mixture, causing them to behave in the 

sub surface in very different ways than as single separate components.  Depending on the 

mole fractions of each component, miscibility, and a variety of other conditions, surface 

and bulk properties for the “new” mixture can be vastly different from its individual 

separate predecessors (Brusseau, 1993; Seo and McCray, 2002).  Surface activity such as 

interfacial tension and bulk properties such as density differential between aqueous and 

non-aqueous phases can be affected (Brusseau, 1993; Seo and McCray, 2002).   

Theoretical Background 

Entrapment and Migration 

The common fluid to fluid properties represented in both the entrapment and 

migration processes are density differential and interfacial tension between aqueous and 

non-aqueous phases.  As previously discussed in Chapter 1, contaminant flux is a 
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function of surface contact area between aqueous and non-aqueous phases and contact 

area is a function of geometry and orientation to flow of the contaminant source zone.  

Entrapment and migration were the two processes discussed that influence source zone 

geometric and orientation development.  DNAPL vertical and horizontal migration 

processes are governed by the following equations: 
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where Ho is the critical height or head required to displace water in a pore, γ is the 

interfacial tension between liquids, θ is wetting angle, rt pore is throat radius, rp is pore 

radius, g is acceleration due to gravity, Lo is the length of the continuous DNAPL phase 

in the direction of flow, rw is water density and ro is DNAPL density.  Additionally, using 

the force balance equation from Chapter 3, it can be seen that changes in density 

differential affect the gravitational pressure, and changes in the interfacial tension can 

affect the capillary pressure of the system.  These parameters also affect the entrapment 

process which is described using the Capillary and Bond numbers discussed in Chapter 

one.  

Interfacial Tension 

Interfacial tension (IFT) results from the co-existence of immiscible liquids at 

different pressures and is measured by the force that exists in the interface separating the 

two fluids (Pankow and Cherry, 1996).  The interfacial tension between water and 

another chemical only exist when the fluids are immiscible.  In particular, the surface 

tension of chlorinated solvent DNAPLs with respect to water has a significant impact on 

how chlorinated solvents penetrate the capillary fringe and migrate through the saturated 
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zone.  As the chlorinated solvent migrates through the capillary fringe, it is held up by the 

capillary retention of water until enough head is built up to overcome retention.  The 

capillary retention is directly proportional to the interfacial tension and inversely 

proportional to radius of curvature (Lowe et al., 1999).  As interfacial tension increases 

and pore size and density decreases, more head is required to produce downward 

migration.  This may result in a lateral movement of liquid along layers of finer grain 

sands.  Interfacial tension properties of DNAPLs are important when considering 

remediation techniques.   

Surfactants alter interfacial tension between immiscible fluids by altering fluid 

interfaces.  They accomplish this through the nature of their amphiphilic structure.  

Surfactants are typically molecules with a hydrophilic group or head at one end attached 

to a long hydrophobic hydrocarbon chain or tail.  The hydrophilic head will have an 

affinity for water while the hydrophobic tail will have an affinity for non-aqueous 

contaminants or oils.  Surfactants are classified by the nature of their hydrophilic groups, 

which are anionic, cationic, and non-ionic.  Anionic surfactants give rise to a negatively 

charged surfactant ion and a positively charged counter-ion upon dissolution in water.  

They are sensitive to the presence of salts in solution.  Cationic surfactants yield a 

positively charged surfactant ion and a negatively charged counter-ion upon dissolution 

in water.  Cationic surfactants are not widely used because of their potential toxicity 

(Lowe et al., 1999).  Nonionic surfactants do not ionize in water and are insensitive to the 

presence of salts in solution.   

The amphiphilic structure allows the surfactant to accumulate at the NAPL-water 

interface.  The hydrophilic group resides in the aqueous phase with the hydrophobic tail 
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residing in the NAPL.  Depending on the concentration of surfactant at the interface, 

NAPL solubility and/or interfacial tension will be modified.   

The manner in which the surfactant distributes in a surfactant-water-NAPL system 

is categorized by three systems.  Winsor Type I, II, and III.  The Winsor Type I system 

has micelles of oil droplets in the aqueous phase.  Winsor Type II creates “reverse 

micelles” with droplets of water in the oil phase.  Winsor Type III is a middle phase 

micro-emulsion with ultra-low interfacial tensions. 

Density 

Density plays an important role in DNAPL migration.  It is the property which 

defines a liquid as being dense or light relative to water.  If a liquid is determined to be 

dense, it has a specific gravity greater than one and if it is light, its specific gravity is less 

than one.  In many situations, NAPL density varies from water by 10-50%, with only a 

1% difference being needed to influence fluid movement (Mercer and Cohen, 1990).  

Because of the density differential, DNAPLs may move down a physical gradient counter 

to the hydraulic gradient; however, this can be impeded by capillary and/or 

impermeability resistance.  DNAPL spreading will occur along pathways of least 

capillary and permeability resistance (Mercer and Cohen, 1990).  This must be 

considered when determining the location of DNAPLs in groundwater, because the liquid 

may not simply sink to the lowest point in an aquifer.  Additionally, the unique spreading 

of DNAPLs must be considered when conducting co-solvent or surfactant assisted 

remediation.   

Study Objectives 

The objectives of this study was to conduct two dimensional chamber studies 

designed to investigate fluid, fluid property effects on contaminant geometry and 
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orientation and ultimately contaminant mass flux and system efficiency as discussed in 

chapter 3.  The first objective was to vary density differential and generate mass loading 

versus mass flux curves.  The second objective was to change the interfacial tension 

between the fluids and generate mass loading versus mass flux curves.  Maximum 

contaminant mass flux values and system efficiency (β) values were investigated. 

Materials and Methods 

General Experimental 

A two dimensional chamber as described in chapter one was used for each 

experiment.  The hydrophilic packing procedures and hydrological controls described in 

chapter three were followed.  The PCE material and injection methods described in 

chapter 3 were used.  A total of nine experiments using 30/40 and 40/50 sieve sand were 

completed.   

Density Modification  

An experiment for each density and sieve size combination listed in Table 4.1 was 

completed.  

Table 4.1. Density sieve size experiments 
PCE Density 
(g/ml) 

1.0 1.1 1.4 1.6  

30/40 Sieve x x x x 
40/50 Sieve  x  x 
 

To achieve the densities listed in Table 4.1, the appropriate mole fractions of PCE 

and decane were mixed together (Table 4.2).  Decane was selected because of its density 

(0.73 g/ml), and its low solubility in water to ensure limited partitioning from the non-

aqueous to the aqueous phase.   
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Table 4.2. Decane/PCE densities and respective mole and volume fractions 

ρ volume fraction mole fraction 
  PCE Decane PCE Decane 
1 0.3 0.7 0.45 0.55 

1.1 0.41 0.59 0.57 0.43 
1.4 0.75 0.25 0.85 0.15 

1.65 1 0 1 0 
 

Additionally is has similar interfacial tension properties (52 dynes/cm) compared to 

PCE in relation to water.  The IFT of 50/50 mole fraction of PCE and Decane mixture 

was measured using a tensiometer to determined if the resultant mixture had an IFT value 

in between the IFT values for pure PCE and Decane.  The IFT for decane and water was 

measured to be 43 dynes/cm, PCE and water was 37 dynes/cm, and the mixture resulted 

in an IFT of 39 dynes/cm.  This supports that Seo and McCray (2002) determined there is 

a linear relationship between multi-component mole fractions and IFT properties of the 

mixture.    

Interfacial Tension Modification 

Interfacial tension between PCE and water was modified by adding 0.0025%, 

0.005%, 0.01%, 0.025%, 0.05% and 0.1% by volume Span 80 to PCE.  Span 80 (sorbitan 

monooleate) was selected because of its low hydrophile/lipophile balance (HLB) value of 

4.3.  A low HLB surfactant was required to limit partitioning of the surfactant into the 

aqueous phase.  The relationship between % surfactant added and interfacial tension 

between PCE and water is shown in Figures 4.1.  The relation ship between Cmax and 

percent surfactant is shown in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.1. Span 80 percentage and resultant interfacial tension Semi-Log 
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Figure 4.2. Maximum PCE concentration as function of percent surfactant (Span 80) 
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An experiment for each interfacial tension value listed in Table 4.3 was completed.  

The low IFT of 3 dynes/cm was selected because at greater Span 80 percentages 

cloudiness occurred. 

Table 4.3. Interfacial values tested and respective Span 80 percentage 

Interfacial Tension 
(dynes/cm) 

 3* 
 0.05% Span 80 
*not shown on graph - 
estimated based on curve fit 
equation shown in Figs 4.1 
and 4.2 

13 
0.025% Span 80 

47 
0% Span 80 

 

Results and Discussion 

IFT Modification Results and Discussion 

For each experiment (interfacial tension) a trace sketch of the PCE distribution was 

generated.  A trace of the distribution was drawn after each injection reached steady state 

on a single transparency, resulting in a cumulative distribution drawing (Appendix C).     

A qualitative comparison using sketches in Appendix C was made between each 

interfacial tension experiment shows a difference in migration characteristics as IFT 

decreases.  As the IFT decreased, the residual geometry became more spread out.  

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 are an example in how the distribution behavior of PCE changes as 

the IFT is lowered.  This may be from the lower IFT influencing the migration of the 

PCE in a horizontal direction in addition to vertical movement.  Pooling for each began 

by the second injection, so the vertical migration was not affected by lowering the IFT, 

indicating that density differential controlled vertical migration.   
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Figure 4.3. 3 dynes/cm interfacial tension distribution 

 
Figure 4.4. 47 dynes/cm interfacial tension distribution 

Figure 4.5 displays similar results between each IFT experiment.  As the IFT 

decreased, the relative C/Cmax values appear to increase slightly.  This may be due to 

more uniform migration occurring in the thickness of the chamber as the PCE migrates 

vertically.  The maximum values appear to be bounded by injection point location.    
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Figure 4.5. Interfacial tension comparisons 

Figure 4.6 displays the relative curve fits for each IFT with the associated data.  

They are essentially the same, indicating regardless of IFT, vertical migration 

characteristics appear to be the same for each.  Ultra low IFTs may be required to affect 

migration or prevent entrapment.  Table 4.4 tabulates the bond, capillary and total 

trapping number for each IFT.  These values indicate that entrapment will still occur, 

because Pennell et al. (1996) reports mobilization when NT = 1E-3.  However, to achieve 

these ultra low IFTs, solubility would increase dramatically (Pennell et al., 1996).   

Table 4.4. Calculated bond, capillary and total trapping number for each IFT 
IFT (dynes/cm) NBo NCa NT 
47 9.8E-5 2.3E-6 9.8E-5 
13 2.3E-5 5.4E-6 2.3E-5 
3 6.2E-5 4.9E-6 6.2E-5 
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Figure 4.6. Interfacial tension curve fit 

Density Modification Results and Discussion 

For each density experiment a trace sketch of the PCE distribution was generated.  

A trace of the distribution was drawn after each injection reached steady state on a single 

transparency, resulting in a cumulative distribution drawing (Appendix C).   

A qualitative comparison between density experiments reveals interesting results 

using the drawings in Appendix C.  As the density decreased, vertical and lateral 

migration characteristics changed.  Figures 4.7 and 4.8 provide a qualitative comparison 

between distributions of PCE and PCE treated to achieve 1.1 mg/l (ρ).  
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Figure 4.7 Untreated PCE distribution 

 
Figure 4.8. 1.1 density distribution 

The comparison shows how differently PCE migrates and distributes as ρ is 

decreased.  Vertical migration was slower from injection to injection in the lower density 

experiments when compared to the untreated PCE experiments.  In the untreated 

experiments pooling usually began by the second injection (1.0 ml), indicating complete 

vertical migration from injection port to chamber bottom.  The lower density experiments 

required as many as nine injections (4.5 ml) to cause full migration from injection port to 
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bottom and in the case of the 1.0 density PCE, no pooling occurred indicating no full 

downward migration.  The C/Cmax values were similar with the 1.1 ρ in the 30/40 sieve 

sand showing the largest value followed by the 1.0 density PCE in the 30/40 sand (Figure 

4.9).  These results are probably due to the PCE being able to migrate above and below 

the injection port, providing a larger cross sectional area exposure to flow compared to 

the untreated PCE experiments.   

Figure 4.10 compares the fitted curves for each density experiment.  The lower 

density experiments displayed a linear mass loading/mass flux relationship compared to 

the untreated experiments which were more non linear.  These curves coupled with the 

traces indicating reduced vertical migration per each injection indicate the curves are a 

function of density differential.  A faster downward migration results in higher flux 

values at low masses when compared to slower downward migration results.  The 1.4 

ρ and β values were expected to be in between the 1.0, 1.1 and 1.65 density β values.  

However, the 1.4 β value was closer to the lower density β values.  This may be 

explained by Figure 4.11.  The downward migration appeared to be delayed by possible 

layering.  This caused the vertical migration to behave similarly to the migrations seen at 

the lower densities.  This resulted in a more linear β value.
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Figure 4.9 Density comparisons 
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Figure 4.10. Density curve fit  
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Figure 4.11. 1.4 density distribution 
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Figure 4.12. Curve comparisons for 1.1 density PCE in 30/40 sand 
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Figure 4.13. Curve comparisons for 1.4 density PCE in 30/40 sand 

Flow By-Passing and Mass Transfer Rate Limitation 

Figures 4.12 and 4.13 shows a comparison of mass flux versus mass loading curves 

based on equilibrium, mass transfer rate, and experimental data.   

For both the 1.1 and 1.4 density source zones, sufficient contact length is produced 

during the loading process, indicating that equilibrium is achieved.  The lower flux values 

shown from the experimental data indicate that flow by-passing is likely occurring and 

accounts for most of the reduction from expected equilibrium values.  This is due to the 

PCE not being homogeneously distributed across the width of the domain.   

For both the 1.1 and 1.4 density source zones, sufficient contact length is produced 

during the loading process, indicating that equilibrium is achieved.  The lower flux values 

shown from the experimental data indicate that flow by-passing is likely occurring and 

accounts for most of the reduction from expected equilibrium values.  This is due to the 

PCE not being homogeneously distributed across the width of the domain.   
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Conclusions 

Changes in density appear to slightly affect both the C/Cmax and β values.  

Decreasing density slows vertical migration and delayed pooling leading to less efficient, 

more linear mass loading /mass flux behavior and higher β values when compared to 

untreated PCE values.  As the density differential decreased, the residual geometry 

became more uniformly spread out.  As density differential decreased, residual geometry 

more uniformly spread. 

 The interfacial tension for the range considered did not affect flux values.  It 

appears that interfacial tension must be ultra-low in order for the PCE not to become 

entrapped (Pennell et al., 1996).  The IFTs tested were not low enough to cause 

instantaneous mobilization of the PCE, therefore a residual zone was left after migration 

resulting in similar flux values compared to the untreated system. 

Finally, flow by-passing is occurring and producing lower than expected flux 

values when compared to equilibrium conditions.   
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CHAPTER 5 
INVESTIGATION OF CONTAMINANT MASS FLUX HYSTERESIS 

Introduction 

Currently, there is little research investigating the life cycle of a contaminant spill 

and the manner in which contaminant flux values vary through mass increase and 

eventual mass reduction and dissolution.  Most source zone contaminant research has 

focused on mass fraction or volume fraction removal of contaminant (Rao et al. 1997, 

Jawitz et al. 1998b, Martel et al. 1998, McCray and Brusseau 1998, Lowe et al. 1999, 

Fiorenza 2000, Jawitz et al. 2000, Meinardus et al. 2002).  In particular, field 

investigations are typically limited to this focus because of their retrospective nature.  

Other research has gone further to investigate theoretical models by evaluating the 

relationship between mass reduction and contaminant flux reduction (Berglund, 1997; 

Rao and Jawitz, 2003; Sale and McWhorter 2001).  The focus of this research topic is 

retrospective since it focuses on source zone and flux characteristics after the 

contaminant has been introduced into a particular setting.  The mass loading process and 

its contaminant flux behavior in relation to the mass reduction and dissolution process 

has not been considered.  Flux behavior as a function of loading is a more convenient 

method for associating flux values to known contaminant mass values.  If a relationship 

between flux loading curves and flux reduction curves can be made, flux loading curves 

may be a more convenient predictor of flux reduction behavior which pertains to mass 

reduction. 
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Theoretical Background 

Typically, hysteresis in the context of hydrology is associated with soil-water 

retention curves and the relationship between drying and wetting curves.  When the 

drying curve and the wetting curve are not the same, there exists hysteresis (Fetter, 1999).  

This concept may be applied to contaminant mass-contaminant flux curves associated 

with Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids (DNAPL).   

When a spill occurs into the subsurface, it may happen as a chronic event as 

opposed to one catastrophic, acute event.  The chronic spill may occur as a continuous 

event or a series of spills from the same source into the same location such as an aquifer.  

Considering the series of spills scenario, after each spill, mass would be added to the 

source zone.  Each addition of contaminant mass contributes to the development and 

geometry of the source zone.  The source zone is divided into the residual mass which is 

suspended in the porous media and the pooled mass which collects on top of a lower 

permeability layers.  As contaminant mass is added, the residual geometry is developed 

and eventually a pooled portion begins to develop.  During this loading process, there is 

an associated mass flux with each contaminant mass amount added.  Local equilibrium is 

assumed as well as a contaminant that has a suitably low solubility to allow a steady state 

flux condition to be reached in between contaminant mass additions.  After the loading 

process is complete, eventually the source zone mass would begin to decrease through 

dissolution.  The residual mass would be removed first with the pool source persisting 

longer.  During the dissolution removal process, there will be an associated mass flux 

with each remaining contaminant mass.    

The mass loading/flux increase curve can relate to the mass reduction/flux 

reduction curve in two ways; the process is reversible or it is hysteretic.  The reversible 
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process is the dissolution flux curve and it follows the same curve established during the 

loading process.  Figure 5.1 shows some examples of reversible curves.  In the hysteretic 

process, the dissolution flux curve does not follow the same curve back to the origin as 

shown in Figure 5.2.   

 
Figure 5.1. Reversible flux loading and dissolution processes 

 
Figure 5.2. Hysteretic flux loading and dissolution processes 
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The physical events associated with the reversible process are those events which 

occurred last during the loading process and will occur first during the dissolution 

process.  For example, as a spill occurs, the residual geometry is created and if a lower 

permeability layer exists below the spill source, pooling will occur on the layer.  The 

associated flux behavior with this loading event would be a rapid establishment of flux 

followed by a plateau as pooling becomes more prevalent.  An example of this is shown 

as the top curve in Figure 5.1.  For the dissolution flux behavior to follow this curve in 

reverse, the pool would have to be removed first followed by the residual.  If the residual 

were to be removed first, the process would than be hysteretic and the dissolution curve 

would be different than the loading curve (Figure 5.2).  It is important to note that the 

physical conditions of the media such as heterogeneities and flow conditions will have an 

impact in mass loading/mass reduction relationship.        

Study Objective 

The objective of this study was to determine the relationship between DNAPL 

mass flux curves associated with contaminant mass loading and mass flux curves 

associated with contaminant mass removal.  Flux loading curves were compared to flux 

removal curves to determine if the relationship was hysteretic.   

Materials and Methods 

A two dimensional chamber as described in chapter one was used for this 

experiment.  The hydrophilic packing procedures using 30/40 sieve sand and 

hydrological controls described in chapter three were followed.  Trichloroethylene (TCE) 

was the DNAPL used because of its moderate water solubility (1100 mg/L) and concern 

for its toxicity and ubiquity.  This is low enough to allow steady state conditions to occur 

before significant mass has partitioned into the water, while still being high enough to 
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allow mass to dissolve in a timely fashion.  The injection and sampling methods 

described in chapter three were used. 

Results and Discussion 

Two experiments were run to compare the mass loading flux curves to the mass 

dissolution flux curves.  The results of the first experiment are shown in Figure 5.3.   A 

total of 7000 mg of TCE was introduced in increments of 700 mg.  Accounting for 

dissolution of the TCE during the loading process resulted in approximately 6000 mg of 

mass present at the point loading was discontinued and dissolution to construct the mass 

reduction curve began.  There were approximately three pore volumes in between each 

injection and sampling event during mass loading and mass dissolution.  This resulted in 

the curve shown in Figure 5.3.  There appears to be a rapid decrease in flux within 10 

pore volumes of PCE introduction discontinuation.  As discussed in chapter 3, the 

residual source zone produces the largest percentage of dissolution flux when compared 

to the pooled source zone.  The rapid decrease in flux observed indicates that the residual 

was removed rapidly with the pool remaining and being removed more slowly.  This 

indicates that the mass that is loaded first is removed first or first in is first out.  This 

produces a hysteretic process.  A non-hysteretic process would have the pool removed 

first since it represents the mass last introduced.  

The second experiment yielded similar results.  During this experiment, 1400 mg of 

TCE was introduced during two injections of 700 mg each.  Two separate injections were 

done to remain consistent with previously used loading procedures.  Reduced mass 

introduction was done to facilitate timeliness of the experiment.  Figure 5.4 displays the 

breakthrough curve and Figure 5.5 displays the mass reduction, flux reduction curve.  

Again, there appears to be a rapid decrease in flux within 10 pore volumes of PCE 
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introduction discontinuation, indicating the residual was removed first and while the pool 

was removed more slowly, resulting in a hysteretic process.   

 
Figure 5.3. TCE mass increase/dissolution experiment one - Note the rapid flux 

decrease following stoppage of mass introduction 
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Figure 5.4. Breakthrough curve 
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Figure 5.5. TCE mass increase/dissolution experiment two - note the rapid flux 

decrease following stoppage of mass introduction 

Conclusions 

 When considering homogenous media systems where pooling of a DNAPL 

occurs, the relationship between the mass loading flux and the dissolution mass flux 

appears to be hysteretic.  This indicates that during the loading process, the residual 

source zone is constructed followed by the pool source zone construction.  However, 

during the dissolution process, the residual source zone appears to be removed more 

quickly than the pooled source zone resulting in a rapid reduction in flux.  This results in 

a hysteretic process.  This hysteretic relationship could potentially be used for predicting 

mass dissolution, mass removal behavior using mass loading, mass dissolution 

information.  For a homogeneous media, it appears that the mass that is first introduced 

and is retained in the residual zone is the mass that is first removed from the system. 
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CHAPTER 6 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

The overall goal of this research was to study the effect of media and fluid 

properties on DNAPL migration geometry and contaminant mass flux.  The major 

objectives were as follows:  (1) Determine the relationship between hydrophobic media 

content and water, air and oil entry pressure and related entry pressure values, (2) 

Determine the relationship between contaminant mass flux and media properties, (3) 

Determine the relationship between contaminant mass flux and fluid properties, (4) 

Determine the mass loading and dissolution behavior of TCE.  The findings from the 

hydrophobic media study indicate that water and oil entry pressure measurements are 

sensitive to media wettability and can be used as a relative indicator of system 

wettability.  Grain size and wettability properties of the media affected flux values and 

mass loading, flux value relationships.  In general, each media size produced a non-linear 

relationship between mass loading and dissolution flux.  As grain size decreased, 

dissolution flux increased.  Nearly oil wet media increased dissolution flux and produced 

a more linear relationship between mass loading and dissolution flux relative to water wet 

media.  Density differential between the DNAPL and water had no apparent effect on 

total flux values, however, a near linear relationship between mass loading and 

dissolution flux was observed as density differential approached zero.  Interfacial tension 

had no apparent effect on flux values for the range of IFTs considered.  The relationship 

between flux produced during loading events is hysteretic when compared to the flux 
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reduction mass reduction relationship.  Specific conclusions and recommendations are 

listed below. 

Conclusions 

The following conclusions are drawn as they relate to the research performed to 

meet this study’s objectives: 

• As oil wettability of the media decreases, water entry pressure decreases and oil 
entry pressure increases 

• There is no apparent effect of oil wettability on air entry pressure due to air being 
the non-wetting fluid regardless of media type 

• Grain size affects lateral PCE migration, thereby increasing contaminant flux as 
grain size decreases 

• The residual source zone is the greatest contributor of contaminant flux compared 
to the pooled source zone 

• Grain size has a 0.75 correlation to β values 

• 90% + oil wet sand using octadecyltrichloro silane (OTS) coating was required to 
affect residual geometry and influence contaminant mass flux values 

• 90% + oil wet sand allows capillary forces to overcome ρ differential and gravity 
effects 

• A reduced ∆ρ linearized relationship between mass fraction loading and flux 
fraction increase, indicating delayed pooling 

• Interfacial tension (IFT) had no effect on flux values and β values for the range of 
IFT values considered 

• Flux values are lower than expected due to potential flow bypassing 

• Sufficient contact length between source zone and aqueous phase is required to 
reach equilibrium 

• In considering homogeneous systems where pooling of DNAPL occurs, the 
relationship between mass loading flux values and mass dissolution flux values is 
hysteretic 
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Recommendations 

The following recommendations are made to further the extent of knowledge 
relating to this research: 
• A larger range of grain sizes should be considered to further clarify grain size 

effects on mass flux and β values 

• Silane coatings other than OTS should be studied to further investigate wettability 
effects on DNAPL migration geometry and contaminant mass flux values 

• Ultra low IFT values should be considered to investigate DNAPL entrapment 
behavior and its effect on contaminant mass flux and β values  

• Geometries such as pooled only, residual only, or various pooled and residual 
combinations in heterogeneous media should be investigated to determine if 
loading/dissolution behavior is reversible or hysteretic for other system 
configurations 

• Combinations of variables should be considered i.e. low density differential and 
low interfacial tension, etc. 

• Fluid viscosity modification should be considered 

• Contaminant injection rate should be varied to observe impact on source zone 
geometry development 
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APPENDIX A 
AIR, WATER, AND OIL ENTRY PRESSURE BREAKTHROUGH GRAPHS FOR 

HYDROPHOBIC MIXTURES 
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Figure A.1. Untreated sand air entry pressure (water saturated) 
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Figure A.2. 25% Octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) treated air entry pressure (water 
saturated) 
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Figure A.3. 40% OTS treated air entry pressure (water saturated) 
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Figure A.4. 50% OTS treated air entry pressure (water saturated) 
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Figure A.5. 60% OTS treated air entry pressure (water saturated) 
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Figure A.6. 75% OTS treated air entry pressure (water saturated) 
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Figure A.7. 100% OTS treated air entry pressure (water saturated) 
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Figure A.8. 100% OTS treated water entry pressure (air saturated) 
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Figure A.9. 75% OTS treated water entry pressure (air saturated) 
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Figure A.10. 60% OTS treated water entry pressure (air saturated) 
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Figure A.11. 50% OTS treated water entry pressure (air saturated) 
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Figure A.12. 40% OTS treated water entry pressure (air saturated) 
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Figure A.13. Untreated oil entry pressure (water saturated) 
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Figure A.14. 25% OTS treated oil entry pressure (water saturated) 
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Figure A.15. 50% OTS treated oil entry pressure (water saturated) 
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Figure A.16. 75% OTS treated oil entry pressure (water saturated) 
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APPENDIX B 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOW CHAMBER DISTRIBUTION CONTOURS FOR 

GRAIN SIZE AND WETTABILITY EXPERIMENTS 

 
Table B.1. Injection amount and associated sketch number 

Injection 
Amount (ml)  

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 etc 

Sketch 
Number 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 etc 

 

 
Figure B.1. 20-30 Sieve trace experiment 1 

1 cm
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Figure B.2. 20-30 Sieve trace experiment 2 

 
Figure B.3. 30-40 Sieve pooled PCE trace 

 

1 cm

1 cm
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Figure B.4. 30/40 Sieve trace 

 
Figure B.5. 40-50 Sieve trace 

1 cm 

1 cm 
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Figure B.6. 40-60 Sieve trace experiment 1 

 
Figure B.7. 40-60 Sieve trace experiment 2 

 

1 cm 

1 cm
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Figure B.8. 50-70 Sieve trace experiment 1 

 

Figure B.9. 50-70 Sieve trace experiment 2 

 

1 cm 

1 cm 
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Figure B.10. 30/40 Sand 25% OTS mix trace (denatured alcohol (DA)) 

 
 

 
Figure B.11. 30/40 Sand 50% hydrophobic mix trace (reagent alcohol (RA)) 

1 cm 

1 cm 
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Figure B.12. 30/40 Sand 50% hydrophobic mix trace (DA) 

 
Figure B.13. 30/40 Sand 75% hydrophobic mix trace (RA) 

1 cm 

1 cm 
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Figure B.14. 30/40 Sand 75% hydrophobic mix trace (DA) 

 

 
Figure B.15. 30/40 Sand 90% hydrophobic mix trace (DA) 

1 cm 

1 cm 
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Figure B.16. 30/40 Sand 100% hydrophobic mix trace (RA) 

 

 
Figure B.17. 30/40 Sand 100% hydrophobic mix trace (DA)  

 
 

1 cm
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APPENDIX C 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOW CHAMBER DISTRIBUTION CONTOURS FOR 
INTERFACIAL TENSION AND DENSITY MODIFICATION EXPERIMENTS 

 
 

 
Figure C.1. Untreated (47 dynes/cm) PCE 

1 cm
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Figure C.2. 0.025% (13 dynes/cm) Span 80 treated PCE 

 

 
Figure C.3. 0.05% (3 dynes/cm) Span 80 treated PCE 

1 cm 

1 cm 
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Figure C.4. 1.4 Density PCE in 30/40 sieve sand 

 
Figure C.5. 1.1 Density PCE in 30/40 sieve sand 
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Figure C.6. 1.0 Density in 30/40 sieve sand 

 

 
Figure C.7. Untreated 40/50 sieve sand 
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Figure C.8. 1.1 Density PCE in 40/50 sieve sand  
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